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Editor’s note

The 26th International Conference on Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar
(2019) was held at the University of Bucharest.

The conference featured 2 invited talks and 10 papers selected by the program
committee (Anne Abeillé, Doug Arnold, Emily Bender, Felix Bildhauer, Olivier
Bonami, Francis Bond, Gosse Bouma, Antonio Branco, Rui Chaves, Philippa
Cook, Berthold Crysmann, Dan Flickinger, Antske Fokkens, Petter Haugereid,
Fabiola Henri, Anke Holler, Gianina Iordăchioaia, Jong-Bok Kim, Jean-Pierre
Koenig, David Lahm, Bob Levine, Nurit Melnik, Philip Miller, Stefan Müller,
Tsuneko Nakazawa, Rainer Osswald, Petya Osenova (chair), Gerald Penn, Frank
Richter, Louisa Sadler, Manfred Sailer, Pollet Samvellian, Jesse Tseng, Frank van
Eynde, Stephen Wechsler, Shûichi Yatabe, Eun-Jung Yoo).

There was a workshop on Romance languages with five talks and one invited
talk.

We want to thank the program committees for putting this nice program to-
gether.

Thanks go to Gabriela Bîlbîie and Emil Ionescu, who were in charge of local
arrangements.

As in the past years the contributions to the conference proceedings are based
on the five page abstract that was reviewed by the respective program committees,
but there is no additional reviewing of the longer contribution to the proceedings.
To ensure easy access and fast publication we have chosen an electronic format.

The proceedings include all the papers of the conference except the ones by
Anne Abeillé & Elodie Winckel, Gabrielle Aguila-Multner & Berthold Crysmann,
Antonio Machicao y Priemer & Paola Fritz-Huechante, Nurit Melnik & Bracha
Nir, Stefan Müller, Jong-Bok Kim & Alain Kihm, and Frank Van Eynde, who will
submit their papers to journals. The workshop contributions will be published in
2020 in issue 43:1 of Lingvisticæ Investigationes.
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Abstract 

 

The Welsh copula has a complex set of forms reflecting agreement, 

tense, polarity, the distinction between main and complement clauses, 

the presence of a gap as subject or complement, and the contrast 

between predicative and equative interpretations. An HPSG analysis 

of the full set of complexities is possible given a principle of 

blocking, whereby constraints with more specific antecedents take 

precedence over constraints with less specific antecedents, and a 

distinction between morphosyntactic features relevant to syntax and 

morphosyntactic features relevant to morphology. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

It is probably a feature of most languages that the copula is more complex in 

various ways than standard verbs. This is true in English, and it is very 

definitely true in Welsh. The Welsh copula has a complex set of forms 

reflecting agreement, tense, polarity, the distinction between main and 

complement clauses, the presence of a gap as subject or complement, and the 

contrast between predicative and equative interpretations. In this paper, I will 

set out the facts and develop an analysis within the Head-Driven Phrase 

Structure Grammar (HPSG) framework. I will draw here on the proposals of 

Borsley (2015) and especially Bonami, Borsley, and Tallerman (2016). In 

particular, I will utilize two mechanisms which are employed in the latter. 

Firstly, I will assume a principle of blocking, whereby if the antecedents of two 

constraints stand in a subsumption relation, only the more specific constraint 

may apply. Secondly, I will assume that there is a distinction between two sets 

of morphosyntactic features, one relevant to syntax and another relevant to 

morphology. For most words the two sets will be identical, but in some cases 

there will be a mismatch. These two mechanisms will be crucial for ensuring 

the correct form of the copula. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I develop an analysis of the 

basic argument selection properties of the Welsh copula. Then, in section 3, I 

consider agreement and tense. I go on in section 4 to look at the relevance of 

polarity and the main-complement distinction. Then, in section 5, I consider 

the influence of first subject and then complement gaps. In section 6, I look at 

the distinction between predicational and identity uses. Finally, in section 7, I 

summarize the paper. 

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 
* I am grateful to Bob Morris Jones for help with the data, and to Olivier Bonami, 

David Willis, Ian Roberts, and Marieke Meelen for helpful discussion of some of the 

ideas presented here. I am also grateful to various anonymous reviewers and the 

audience at HPSG19 for their comments and discussion. I alone am responsible for 

what appears here. 
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2. Argument selection 

 

Like its counterpart in many languages, the Welsh copula bod allows a number 

of different complements.1 Perhaps the simplest case is a PP complement, as 

in (1).  

 

 (1) Mae       Gwyn yn  yr   ardd. 

  be.PRES Gwyn  in  the  garden 

  ‘Gwyn is in the garden.’ 

 

(This and subsequent examples show that Welsh is a VSO language with verb-

subject order in all finite clauses.) It can also have what I will call a Perfect 

Phrase (PerfP), consisting of the perfect particle wedi and a non-finite VP, and 

what I will call a Progressive Phrase (ProgP), consisting of the progressive 

particle yn and a non-finite VP, as in the following:2 

 

(2) Mae   Gwyn wedi  cysgu. 

  be.PRES Gwyn PERF  sleep.INF 

  ‘Gwyn has slept.’ 

(3) Mae   Gwyn yn      cysgu. 

  be.PRES  Gwyn PROG  sleep.INF 

  ‘Gwyn is sleeping.’ 

 

Progressive yn derives historically from the preposition yn, but it triggers no 

mutation, whereas the preposition yn triggers so-called nasal mutation, giving 

e.g. yn Neiniolen for ‘in Deiniolen’ (a village in North Wales). Finally, it can 

have what I will call a Predicative Phrase (PredP), consisting of the predicative 

particle yn and an AP or NP, as in the following: 

 

(4) Mae       Gwyn yn     glyfar. 

  be.PRES Gwyn PRED  clever 

  ‘Gwyn is clever.’ 

(5) Mae         Gwyn yn  feddyg. 

  be.PRES Gwyn PRED doctor 

  ‘Gwyn is a doctor.’ 

 

Unlike progressive yn, predicative yn triggers soft mutation. The basic forms 

of glyfar and feddyg are clyfar and meddyg, respectively.  

 
1 For general discussion of Welsh syntax, see Borsley, Tallerman, and Willis (2007). 
2 Welsh has a number of other aspectual particles, most of which are homophonous 

with prepositions, e.g. ar ‘on’, heb ‘without’, and am ‘about’. See Jones (2010: 

Chapter 9) for discussion. 
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  As with be, coordinations of different phrase types suggest that there is a 

single verb here.  
 

(6) Mae   Gwyn yn  ddiog  ac  yn   cysgu. 

be.PRES  Gwyn PRED lazy  and  PROG  sleep.INF 

‘Gwyn is lazy and sleeping.’ 

(7) Mae   Gwyn yn  sâl  ac  yn y  gwely. 

be.PRES  Gwyn  PRED  ill and  in  the bed 

‘Gwyn is ill and in bed.’ 

(8) Mae   Gwyn yn  ieithydd ac  yn   astudio   Cymraeg. 

be.PRES  Gwyn PRED linguist  and  PROG  study.INF  Welsh 

‘Gwyn is a linguist and studying Welsh.’ 

 

The facts can be handled like similar facts in English and elsewhere by 

assuming that the Welsh copula takes a [PRED +] complement and that all 

these phrase types are [PRED +]. 

  Bod takes as its subject whatever its complement requires, including an 

expletive subject, as the following illustrate:3 

 

(9) Mae   (hi)  ’n   bwrw    glaw. 

be.PRES    she  PRED  strike.INF  rain 

‘It’s raining.’ 

(10) Mae   (hi)  ’n   amlwg  bod  Mair wedi dod    yn ôl. 

   be.PRES  she  PRED  obvious be  Mair PERF come.INF back  

   ‘It is obvious that Megan has come back.’ 

 

Thus, it appears to be a raising verb.4 This means an ARG-ST feature of the 

following form: 

 

(11) 



















+


[1], SUBJ

] [PRED HEAD
 [1],  ST-ARG  

 

I am assuming here that the subject of a [PRED +] element appears in its SUBJ 

list. However, I will assume below, following Borsley (1989), that all the 

arguments of finite verbs, subjects as well as compements, appear in their 

COMPS lists. Among other things, this accounts for the fact that the subject of 

a finite verb is always post-verbal. 

  

 
3 As Joan Maling has emphasized to me, Welsh is rather unusual in using a feminine 

pronoun as an expletive. 
4 Cf. Pollard and Sag (1994, 147) and Bender (2001, 48) on be. 
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3. Agreement and Tense 

 

It is not surprising that the Welsh copula has forms reflecting agreement and 

tense. However, in both areas, it has interesting properties. 

  Unlike the English copula, but like standard Welsh verbs, the copula only 

shows agreement with a pronominal subject. Here are examples with third 

person singular and plural pronouns. 

 

(12) a.  Mae   o / hi     yn  y  gegin.     

         be.PRES he she  in  the kitchen 

     ‘He/She is in the garden.’ 

b.  Maen     nhw  yn  y   gegin.     

         be.PRES.3PL they  in  the  kitchen 

     ‘They are in the garden.’ 

 

With a non-pronominal subject, singular or plural, the form in (12a) appears and 

not that in (12b). 

 

(13) Mae   ’r   bachgen / bechgyn yn  y  gegin.  

       be.PRES  the  boy     boys   in  the kitchen 

   ‘They boy is/The boys are in the garden.’ 

(14) *Maen     y  bechgyn yn  y  gegin.  

           be.PRES.3PL  the boys   in  the kitchen 

 

The form in (12a) is sometimes seen as a third person singular form, but I will 

argue that it is a form unspecified for agreement (hence the gloss). 

  Borsley (2009) argues that verb-subject agreement is one instance of 

agreement between a head and an immediately following pronoun. 

Prepositions show agreement the form of a suffix with a following pronominal 

object, non-finite verbs show agreement in the form of a preceding clitic with 

a following pronominal object, and nouns show agreement in the form of a 

preceding clitic with a following pronominal possessor. In all cases, we also 

have agreement with a pronominal first conjunct of a coordinate NP in the 

relevant position. Borsley (2009) proposes that all these heads have an 

AGR(EEMENT) feature whose value is the relevant index when followed by 

a pronoun and otherwise none.  

  To capture the distinctive agreement behavior of finite verbs, we can 

propose that they have five forms in each tense specified for agreement with 

first and second person singular and plural and third person plural pronouns, 

and a form in each tense which is not specified for agreement. Following 

Bonami, Borsley, and Tallerman (2016), I assume that the morphological 

features which are responsible for the form of verbs and other parts of speech 

are the value of a feature INFL. Given this, assumption, we can propose 

constraints like the following, where, following a variety of earlier work, LID 
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is a feature whose value is unique to each distinct lexeme, the words that realise 

it, and the phrases that they head.  

 

(15) 







































] ,[ AGR

TENSE

 VFORM

LID

 INFL

plur3rd

pres 

fin

bod 

   →  [PHON maen] 

 

We will have similar constraints for first and second person singular and plural 

forms. We will also have a constraint of the following form: 

 

(16) 

































pres 

fin

bod 

TENSE

 VFORM

LID

 INFL    →  [PHON mae] 

 

Notice that this does not specify a value for AGR. Given the principle of 

blocking, (16) will not apply where a constraint specifies a specific value for 

AGR. Hence, mae will not appear with third person plural pronouns or first 

and second person singular or plural pronouns. But it will appear with a third 

person singular pronoun and with a non-pronominal NP, singular or plural. 

This is what we have in (12a) and (13). We will see later that slightly more 

complex constraints are in fact necessary.  

  The Welsh copula is just like other verbs where agreement is concerned, 

but with tense it is different. While standard verbs have three tenses, past, 

future, and conditional, the copula has five tenses, these three and two more, 

present and imperfect. Table 1 illustrates the third person singular forms of a 

standard verb and the copula. 

 

 Cerdded ‘walk’ Bod ‘be’ 

Future cerddith bydd 

Past cerddodd buodd 

Conditional cerddai byddai 

Present ---------- mae 

Imperfect ---------- roedd 

 

Table 1: Third person forms of cerdded ‘walk’ and bod ‘be’ 

 

The present and imperfect of bod are used to express present and imperfect 

meanings with standard verbs, as the following illustrate: 
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(17) Mae   Megan yn  gadael. 

be.PRES Megan PROG leave.INF 

‘Megan is leaving.’ 

(18) Roedd  Megan yn  gadael. 

be.IMPF  Megan PROG leave.INF 

‘Megan was leaving.’ 

 

One might propose that these are complex or periphrastic present and imperfect 

forms of the copula. However, all tenses of bod can take a ProgP complement. 

What we have here, then, is not periphrasis but an independent construction 

which allows the language to express the meanings that certain non-existent 

forms would have if they existed.5 

  It is not difficult to deal with this contrast between bod and standard verbs 

with respect to tense. Following Bonami, Borsley, and Tallerman (2016), I 

assume the following system of values for the feature TENSE:6 

 

(19)                      tense 

 

                regular                      special 

 

          future         past       conditional     present      imperfect 

 

The following constraint will ensure that standard verbs only have past, future, 

and conditional forms: 

 

(20)  








fin

verb-standard

 VFORM

 LID
     →  [TENSE regular] 

 

I assume that standard-verb is a supertype of the LID values of all standard 

verbs. Thus, (20) will ensure that the finite forms of standard verbs are never 

present or imperfect. There will be no comparable constraint on finite forms of 

bod, and so all five tenses will be possible. 

 

4. Polarity and the main–complement distinction 

 

Some further complexities involve polarity and the distinction between main 

and complement clauses. The former just involve the third person present 

tense. The latter are more widespread. 

 
5 See Brown et al. (2012) for discussion of the nature of periphrasis. 
6 Bonami, Borsley, and Tallerman (2016) call this feature TMA (TENSE-MOOD-

ASPECT). What it is called is of no real importance. 
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  As earlier examples indicate, in affirmative declarative clauses, the basic 

present tense form of bod is mae. Different forms appear in negative 

declarative, and interrogative or conditional clauses.7 

 

(21) Dydy   Gwyn ddim yn  yr   ardd. 

   be.PRES Gwyn  NEG in  the  garden 

   ‘Gwyn is not in the garden.’ 

(22) a.  Ydy         Gwyn yn  yr   ardd? 

     be.PRES Gwyn  in  the  garden 

     ‘Is Gwyn in the garden?’ 

   b.  os ydy         Gwyn  yn  yr   ardd 

     if  be.PRES Gwyn  in  the  garden 

     ‘if Gwyn is in the garden’ 

 

These examples have definite subjects. Different forms appear with an 

indefinite subject, as the following show: 

 

(23) Does   neb    yn  yr   ardd. 

   be.PRES nobody  in  the  garden 

   ‘Nobody in the garden.’ 

(24) a.  Oes    unrhyw un yn  yr   ardd? 

     be.PRES anybody   in  the  garden 

     ‘Is anybody in the garden?’ 

b.  os oes    unrhyw un yn  yr   ardd 

     if  be.PRES anybody   in  the  garden 

     ‘if anybody is in the garden’ 

 

Clearly, there are some important complexities here.8 

  The facts suggest that we need a POL(ARITY) feature with three values: 

pos(itive), neg(ative), and int(errogative)-cond(itional). With pol(arity) as an 

unspecified value, this gives us the following values: 

 

(25)                   pol 

 

pos        neg    int-cond 

 
7 A few ordinary verbs have distinct negative forms in some varieties (see Borsley and 

Jones 2005: 50-52), but most ordinary verbs take the same form in the three types of 

sentence that we are distinguishing here. 
8 Dydy and does are morphologically negative but not semantically negative. As 

discussed in Borsley and Jones (2005) and Borsley (2006), negative sentences must 

contain a prominent semantically negative constituent. This entails that dydy must co-

occur with a negative post-subject adverb such as ddim and that does must co-occur 

with a negative subject such as neb. 
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Mae will be [POL pos], dydy and does [POL neg], and ydy and oes [POL int-

cond]. This means the following constraint for mae instead of (16): 

 

(26) 







































pos

pres 

fin

bod 

 POL

TENSE

 VFORM

LID

 INFL    →  [PHON mae] 

 

Assuming that the subject of a finite verb is the first member of its COMPS 

list, dydy and ydy will have NP[DEF +] as the first member of their COMPS 

list, and does and oes will have NP[DEF –]. For dydy and does, this means the 

following constraints: 

 

(27)  























+



















... ], NP[DEF COMPS

 POL

TENSE

 VFORM

LID

 INFL

neg

pres 

fin

bod 

   → [PHON dydy] 

 

(28)  























−



















... ], NP[DEF COMPS

 POL

TENSE

 VFORM

LID

 INFL

neg

pres 

fin

bod 

   → [PHON does] 

 

Ydy and oes will be a result of similar constraints with [POL int-cond] instead 

of [POL neg].  

  There is more to be said here. There is evidence that the values pos and neg 

form a natural class. Both [POL pos] and [POL neg] forms appear in many 

contexts, especially declarative main clauses and many complement clauses. 

This suggests that they should be grouped together. But there is also evidence 

that neg and int-cond form a natural class. Both [POL int-cond] and [POL neg] 

forms forms appear in interrogatives and conditionals. The following illustrate 

the latter: 

 

(29) a.  Dydy   ’r  ddafad ddim yn yr  ardd? 

     be.PRES  the sheep NEG in  the garden 

     ‘Is the sheep not in the garden?’ 
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b.  os dydy   ’r  ddafad ddim yn yr  ardd? 

     if  be.PRES  the sheep NEG  in  the garden 

     ‘if the sheep is not in the garden’ 

 

Moreover, bod has certain reduced forms which can appear where both [POL 

neg] and [POL int-cond] forms appear. Thus, (30a) has dy where dydy might 

appear, and (30b) and (30c) have it where ydy might appear: 

 

(30) a.  Dy    ’r  ddafad ddim  yn yr  ardd. 

     be.PRES  the sheep NEG  in  the garden 

     ‘The sheep is not in the garden. 

   b.  Dy    ’r  ddafad yn yr  ardd? 

     be.PRES  the sheep in  the garden 

     ‘Is the sheep in the garden.’ 

   c.  os dy    ’r  ddafad yn yr  ardd? 

     if  be.PRES  the sheep in  the garden 

     ‘if the sheep is in the garden’ 

 

Similarly, (31a) has ’s where does might appear and (31b) has it where oes 

might appear. 

 

(31) a.  ’S    neb    yn  yr ardd. 

     be.PRES nobody  in  the  garden 

     ‘Nobody in the garden.’ 

   b.  ’S    unrhyw un yn  yr   ardd. 

     be.PRES anybody   in  the  garden 

     ‘Is anybody in the garden?’ 

 

We can treat both pos and neg and neg and int-cond as natural classes by 

proposing the following system of values: 

 

(32)                         pol 

 

                      pos-neg     int-cond-neg 

 

   pos        neg        int-cond  

 

With this system we can say that declarative main clauses and many 

complement clauses are [POL pos-neg] and that interrogatives and conditional 

clauses are [POL int-cond-neg]. We can also say that reduced forms like dy 

and ’s are [POL int-cond-neg]. 

  We turn now to the effects of the main-complement distinction. Certain 

pre-verbal particles are relevant here. In affirmative declarative main clauses, 
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the copula, like standard verbs, may be preceded by a particle, mi in North 

Wales or fe in South Wales. The following illustrates: 

 

(33) Mi/Fe fydd    Gwyn yn  yr   ardd. 

   AFF   be.FUT Gwyn  in  the  garden 

   ‘Gwyn will be in the garden.’ 

 

In negative complement clauses, verbs, including the copula, may be preceded 

by a particle na (nad before a vowel). 

 

(34) Dywedodd  Megan [na   fydd        Gwyn ddim yn  yr   ardd]. 

   say.PAST   Megan  NEG  be.FUT  Gwyn NEG in  the  garden 

   ‘Megan said Gwyn will not be in the garden.’ 

 

Harlow (1983), Willis (1998: 70-71) and Borsley and Jones (2005: 57) argue 

that these particles form a constituent with the following verb. It is not clear 

whether they are separate words or prefixes, but much the same analytic issues 

arise on either assumption. In either case, the facts can be handled by labelling 

bare verbs as [MARKING unmarked] and particle + verb combinations as 

[MARKING marked]. Mi/fe will then combine with an unmarked form which 

is [POL pos, ROOT +] and na(d) will combine with an unmarked form which 

is [POL neg, ROOT –].9 

  For some speakers. mi/fe only occurs with past, future, and conditional 

forms of the copula, and not with the present and imperfect forms. For such 

speakers, we can say that the particles only combine with [TENSE regular] 

forms. Other speakers allow mi/fe with present and imperfect forms of bod but 

not with the third person present tense forms. For these speakers, we can 

assume that mi/fe combines with any [MARKING unmarked] form but that 

third person present tense forms are [MARKING marked].10 

  Also relevant here are some facts discussed in Bonami, Borsley and 

Tallerman (2016). As they note, present forms of bod and, for some speakers, 

imperfect forms too are ungrammatical in complement clauses: 

 
9 Bonami, Borsley, and Tallerman (2016) propose that there is a three-way distinction 

between main clauses, complement clauses, and unbounded dependency clauses and 

employ a three-valued STATUS feature rather than a two-valued ROOT. Whether this 

is necessary is not clear to me. 
10 Southern dialects have certain special negative present tense forms of the copula. 

Here is an example: 

 

(i) So     ’r  ddafad yn yr  ardd. 

  be.NEG.PRES  the sheep  in  the garden 

  ‘The sheep is not in the garden.’ 

 

These forms are confined to main clauses and hence must be [POL neg, ROOT +]. 
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(35) *Dywedodd  Megan  [mae        Gwyn yn  yr   ardd]. 

     say.PRES  Megan   be.PRES Gwyn  in  the  garden 

   ‘Megan said Gwyn is in the garden.’ 

(36) %Dywedodd   Megan  [roedd      Gwyn yn  yr   ardd]. 

       say.PRES   Megan   be.IMPF Gwyn  in  the  garden 

   ‘Megan said Gwyn was in the garden.’ 

 

Instead of present forms of bod and for some speakers imperfect forms as well, 

what looks like the non-finite form bod appears. 

 

(37) Dywedodd   Megan  [bod   Gwyn yn yr ardd]. 

say.PRES   Megan  be.INF  Gwyn in  the garden 

‘Megan said Gwyn is/was in the garden.’ 

 

Bod shows agreement in the form of a clitic with a following pronoun like an 

ordinary non-finite verb. Thus, we have the same agreement in (38) and (39). 

 

(38) Dywedodd   Megan  [ei   fod   o  yn yr ardd]. 

say.PRES   Megan  3SGM be.INF he in  the garden 

‘Megan said he is/was in the garden.’ 

(39) Dylai  Megan ei    weld   o. 

   ought  Megan 3SGM  see.INF  he 

   ‘Megan ought to see him.’ 

 

The only difference is that the clitic marks agreement with a subject in (38) 

and with an object in (39). Thus, bod seems to be morphologically non-finite. 

But there is evidence that it is syntactically finite. Only finite verbs precede 

their subject, as bod does here. Moreover, only finite verbs are negated by the 

negative adverb ddim, and bod has this property: 

 

(40) Dywedodd   Megan  [bod  Gwyn ddim  yn yr ardd]. 

say.PRES   Megan  be.INF Gwyn NEG  in  the garden 

‘Megan said Gwyn is/was not in the garden.’ 

 

It seems, then, that bod in these clauses is a form of the copula which is 

syntactically finite but morphologically non-finite. Thus, we need an approach 

which distinguishes between morphological and syntactic finiteness. 

  Before we outline an analysis, we should note that there is one situation in 

which present and imperfect forms of bod may appear in complement clauses. 

This is in complement clauses affected by an unbounded dependency such as 

the following (Willis 2000, 2011, Borsley 2013):11 

 
11 Some speakers have bod in such sentences, but others prefer present and imperfect 

forms. 
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(41) Beth  mae   Aled  yn    credu    [mae    Elen yn  

what  be.PRES Aled  PROG  believe.INF  be.PRES  Elen PROG 

   ei    ddarllen]?  

 3SGM  read.INF 

‘What does Aled believe that Elen is reading?’ 

(42) Beth  mae   Aled  yn    credu    [roedd   Elen  yn 

what  be.PRES Aled  PROG  believe.INF  be.IMPF  Elen PROG 

   ei    ddarllen]?  

3SGM  read.INF 

‘What does Aled believe that Elen was reading?’ 

 

It seems, then, that present and imperfect forms of bod are only 

morphologically non-finite when they are not affected by an unbounded 

dependency. On standard HPSG assumptions, this means when they are 

[SLASH {}]. 

  Bonami, Borsley and Tallerman (2016) show that it is easy to 

accommodate the facts given a distinction between morphosyntactic features 

relevant to syntax (the value of HEAD) and morphosyntactic features relevant 

to morphology (the value of INFL). Normally, HEAD and INFL will have the 

same value as a result of the following constraint: 

 

(43)     → 








[1] INFL

[1] HEAD
 

 

In [ROOT –] clauses which are [SLASH {}], the positive present tense of bod 

will be [HEAD [VFORM fin]] but [INFL [VFORM inf]] as a result of the 

following constraint: 

 

(44)  

















































−

{} SLASH

 POL

 TENSE

 ROOT

 VFORM

 LID

 HEAD

pos

pres

fin

bod

  → [INFL [VFORM inf]] 

 

For speakers who have bod instead of imperfect forms as well the constraint 

will refer to [TENSE special].  

  Notice that the constraint in (44) refers to [POL pos] forms. What about 

[POL neg] and [POL int-cond] forms? [POL neg] forms may be bod (as in 

(40)) but may also be the ordinary present tense forms. This suggests that they 
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require a constraint with a disjunctive consequent. [POL int-cond] are ordinary 

present tense forms. So nothing special is required here. 

 

5. The effect of gaps 

 

We can turn now to examples where one of the arguments of bod is an 

unbounded dependency gap. In some cases, we see the forms of bod that appear 

in ordinary affirmative or negative clauses, but in others, we have something 

different. 

The simplest of these cases is where a gap appears in a present tense 

subject position. We have examples like the following: 

 

(45) y  dyn  [*mae / sy(dd) yn yr ardd] 

the man  be.PRES    in  the garden 

‘the man who is in the garden’ 

(46) y  dyn  [*dydy / sy(dd) ddim yn yr ardd] 

the man  be.PRES    NEG in  the garden  

‘the man who is not in the garden’ 

 

Here, we have not the expected forms mae and dydy but a special form sy(dd). 

To accommodate such examples, the constraints that are responsible for mae 

and dydy must be constrained to require a canonical subject. In the case of mae, 

this means the following constraint: 

 

(47)  











































,...][ COMPS

 POL

TENSE

 VFORM

LID

 INFL

canon

pos

pres 

fin

bod 

   →  [PHON mae] 

 

Sydd can then be analyzed as the product of the following constraint, which 

requires the subject to be a gap: 

 

(48)  











































... ],[ COMPS

 POL

TENSE

 VFORM

LID

 INFL

gap

neg-pos

pres 

fin

bod 

   →     [PHON sydd] 

 

This assumes, following Borsley (2009, 2013), that gaps appear in VALENCE 

lists and not just in ARG-ST lists. 
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  We turn now to complement gaps. The copula takes the expected form if 

the gap is a PP, PerfP, or ProgP. The following are emphatic counterparts of 

(1) and (2) with a PP gap and a PerfP gap in complement: 

 

(49) Yn yr ardd  mae   Gwyn. 

In the garden be.PRES Gwyn 

‘Gwyn is IN THE GARDEN.’ 

(50) Wedi  cysgu   mae          Gwyn. 

   PERF   sleep.INF be.PRES Gwyn 

   ‘Gwyn has SLEPT.’ 

 

In both, the copula is mae, as we would expect. I assume the following is an 

emphatic counterpart of (3) with a ProgP gap in complement position: 

 

(51) Cysgu  mae   Gwyn. 

   sleep.INF be.PRES  Gwyn 

   ‘Gwyn is SLEEPING.’ 

 

There is no progressive yn here. But yn appears when the ProgP has some sort 

of adverbial element in initial position, as the following illustrates: 

 

(52) Wrthi     yn      golchi     ’r     car  mae       Mair. 

at.3SGF  PROG  wash.INF   the  car  be.PRES Mair  

‘Mair is in the process of washing the car.’  

 

Borsley (2015) proposes that predicative yn is normally deleted or suppressed 

when it is in initial position, hence its absence from (51). In the present context, 

however, the important point about (51) (and (52)) is that the copula is mae, as 

expected. The situation is different if the gap is a PredP. The following are 

emphatic counterparts of (4) and (5): 

 

(53) Clyfar *mae/ydy  Gwyn. 

   clever   be.PRES  Gwyn 

   ‘Gwyn is CLEVER.’ 

(54) Meddyg *mae/ydy Gwyn. 

   doctor    be.PRES  Gwyn 

   ‘Gwyn is A DOCTOR.’ 

 

There is no predicative yn in these examples just as there is no progressive yn 

in (51). However, like progressive yn, it appears when the PredP has some sort 

of adverbial element in initial position: 
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(55) Bron   yn      barod  *mae/ydy Mair. 

   almost PRED ready    be.PRES  Mair 

   ‘Mair is ALMOST READY.’    

(56) Bron   yn       fradychwr *mae/ydy o. 

almost  PRED   traitor           be.PRES  he 

‘He is ALMOST A TRAITOR.’ 

 

But in all these examples, the copula is not mae, which is expected in an 

affirmative declarative clause, but ydy, which is normally confined to 

interrogatives and conditionals.  

  These examples appear to be affirmative declarative clauses. In fact they 

must be affirmative clauses. They have no ordinary negative counterparts.12 

The only way to negate such sentences is by negating the initial constituent 

with nid/dim. Thus, (57a) is ungrammatical, and only (57b) is possible:13 

 

(57) a.  *Cysgu   dydy   Gwyn ddim. 

       sleep.INF be.PRES  Gwyn NEG 

     ‘Gwyn is SLEEPING.’ 

   b.  Nid/dim cysgu   mae   Gwyn. 

     NEG   sleep.INF be.PRES  Gwyn 

     ‘Gwyn is not SLEEPING.’ 

 

This suggests that these clauses are [POL pos], and one would expect the verb 

that heads them to be the same. But the verb looks like a [POL int-cond] form. 

This seems to be a second case where HEAD and INFL have different values, 

in this case for the feature POL. We can attribute the facts to the following 

constraint: 

 

(58) 























































PredP
 [], COMPS

 POL

TENSE

 VFORM

LID

 HEAD

gap

pos

pres 

fin

bod 

      →      [INFL [POL int-cond]] 

 

  

 
12 It seems that complement gaps are generally bad with negated forms of bod. 
13 Notice that yn does not appear here although it would not be in initial position if it 

did. See Borsley (2015) for some discussion. 
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6. Identity interpretations 

 

We turn finally to sentences in which the copula has an identity interpretation. 

As discussed in Zaring (1996) and Borsley (2015, section 3), it has some 

distinctive properties in this use. The following is a typical example:14 

 

(59) Y  meddyg ydy    Gwyn. 

the doctor  be.PRES Gwyn 

‘Gwyn is the doctor.’ 

 

Here, the initial constituent is understood as a complement, and there is 

presumably an NP gap in the normal complement position. Again, the form is 

ydy, and mae is not possible. 

 

(60) *Y  meddyg mae   Gwyn. 

   the doctor  be.PRES Gwyn 

 

Examples like (59) have no verb-initial counterparts. Hence, (61) is not 

possible with either mae or ydy. 

 

(61) *Mae/ydy Gwyn y  meddyg. 

   be.PRES  Gwyn the doctor 

 

This suggests that there is a separate identity copula with a distinctive syntax. 

However, all its forms are identical to forms of the predicational copula, and a 

satisfactory analysis needs to take account of this. 

  Before we outline an analysis, we should note a further fact about the 

identity copula. As we might expect, sentences with the identity copula have 

no ordinary negative counterparts, and can only be negated by negating the 

initial constituent with nid/dim.  

 

(62) *Y  meddyg ydy    Gwyn ddim. 

      the doctor  be.PRES Gwyn NEG 

‘Gwyn is not the doctor.’ 

(63) Nid/dim y  meddyg ydy    Gwyn. 

NEG   the doctor  be.PRES Gwyn 

‘It’s not the doctor that Gwyn is.’ 

 

 
14 The very different syntax of identity sentences such as (59) and sentences with a 

predicative nominal such as (5) argues against the approach of Van Eynde (2015), in 

which the latter are analysed as examples of the former. 
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However, the identity copula can appear in both interrogatives and 

conditionals:15 

 

(64) a.  Y  meddyg ydy    Gwyn? 

the doctor  be.PRES Gwyn 

‘Is Gwyn the doctor?’ 

   b.  os y  meddyg ydy    Gwyn. 

if  the doctor  be.PRES Gwyn 

‘if Gwyn is the doctor’ 

 

This suggests that the identity copula must be [POL pos] or [POL int-cond]. 

  The facts that we are concerned with here can be handled by assuming that 

the two copulas are two forms of a single copula, i.e. by assuming an index 

copula with two subtypes, as follows:16 

 

(65)                                       bod 

 

 

     pred(icational)-bod     ident(ity)-bod 

 

The syntactic and semantic properties of the two subtypes can be attributed to 

the following constraints:  

 

(66) [LID pred-bod]  →      









































+



[2] CONTENT

[2] CONTENT

[1], SUBJ

] [PRED HEAD

 [1],  ST-ARG
 

 
15 Some speakers would have mai, which is generally viewed as complementizer, after 

os in a conditional clause, but assuming os combines with a [POL int-cond] clause, it 

seems reasonable to assume that ydy is [POL int-cond] in (66b). 
16 A rather similar approach is taken to the Arabic copula in Alotaibi and Borsley 

(forthcoming). 
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(67) [LID ident-bod]  →    

 

   
























































































[2]ARG 

[1]ARG  CONT

[2] INDEX
 [1]], [INDEX ST-ARG

  POL

  VFORM
 HEAD

 CAT

rel-identity

gap

cond-int pos

fin

 

 

The constraint in (66) ensures that the predicational copula takes a [PRED +] 

complement, has a subject which is the subject of its complement, and has the 

same interpretation as its complement. The constraint in (67) ensures that the 

identity-copula is finite and not negative, has a complement which is a gap, 

and has an identity interpretation.  

But what about the forms of the two versions of the copula? In earlier 

discussion I have attributed the forms of the copula to constraints referring to 

[LID bod]. I will assume that all forms of the copula are the product of such 

constraints. With no further assumptions this would entail that parallel slots in 

the paradigms of two versions of the copula are filled by the same form. This 

is overwhelmingly what we find. The following imperfect tense examples 

illustrate the typical situation: 

 

(68) Oedd        Gwyn yn  yr   ardd. 

   be.IMPF  Gwyn  in  the  garden 

   ‘Gwyn was in the garden.’ 

(69) Yr athro   oedd   Gwyn. 

the teacher  be.IMPF  Gwyn 

‘Gwyn was the teacher.’ 

 

But an issue obviously arises in the present tense, where identity bod has ydy 

and not mae. I propose that this is a third case where HEAD and INFL have 

different values, again in the value of POL. This can be attributed to the 

following constraint: 

  

(70) 
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As a result of this constraint the present tense of the identity-copula will have 

ydy not only when it is [HEAD [POL int-cond]], as in (64a, b), but also when 

it is [HEAD [POL pos]], as in (59). Elsewhere, the identity-copula will have 

the same value for INFL as HEAD, and its forms will be identical to the 

corresponding forms of the predicational copula. 

   There is one further point to note about the identity-copula. This is that 

it does not take the form bod in complement clauses. We have example like 

the following: 

 

(71) Dywedodd  Megan  [mai/taw  y   meddyg  ydy    Gwyn]. 

   say.PAST   Megan   COMP  the doctor  be.PRES Gwyn 

   ‘Megan said that Gwyn is the doctor.’ 

 

This suggests that the constraint in (44) should be revised to refer not to [LID 

bod] but to [LID-pred-bod]. 

 

8. Concluding remarks 

 

In the preceding pages I have developed an HPSG analysis for all the main 

complexities of the Welsh copula bod. I have assumed a variety of features, 

some very familiar, others less so, and I have proposed a variety of constraints 

to ensure that just the right forms appear. Following Bonami, Borsley, and 

Tallerman (2016), I have assumed a principle of blocking, whereby if the 

antecedents of two constraints stand in a subsumption relation, only the more 

specific constraint may apply. I have also made crucial use of a distinction 

between morphosyntactic features relevant to syntax, which are the value of 

HEAD, and morphosyntactic features relevant to morphology, which are the 

value of INFL. Normally these features have the same value, but I have 

proposed that there are three situations were forms of bod have different values 

for these features, one where bod appears rather than expected finite forms of 

the copula, and two where what looks like an interrogative-conditional form of 

bod appears rather than the expected positive declarative form. In all these 

situations, the principle of blocking ensures that certain unexpected forms 

appear and not the expected forms. The principle of blocking also allows a 

simple account of the way that what looks like the third person singular form of 

the verb appears with a non-pronominal subject, singular or plural. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a formalization of proportional analogy using typed

feature structures, which retains all key elements of analogical models of mor-
phology. With the Kasem number system as an example, I show that using
this model it is possible to express partial analogies which are unified into
complete analogies. This paper is accompanied by a complete TRALE im-
plementation.

Proportional analogy (PA) approaches to morphology are grounded on the idea
that inflection systems are made up of relations between fully inflected items of a
paradigm (Blevins, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2016; Neuvel, 2001; Singh et al., 2003; Singh
& Ford, 2003) instead of individual morphemes, positions classes, morphological
processes, rule blocks, etc. Proportional analogies are usually written as A:B::C:D,
meaning that A is to B as C is to D. For example, a number of Kasem nouns exhibits
the following relation between singular and plural: agsɩ:agsa (‘candy’), which,
modulo ATR harmony, can be generalize to: (sg)Xɩ:Xa(pl). Using this analogy,
we can deduce the singular form alapɩlɩ (‘airplane’) from its plural alapɩla. This
analogy has the property that it is a non-directional relation, i.e. there is no stem
from which the singular and the plural are formed, nor does the singular serve as
the base for the plural and vice versa.

Analogical models of morphology are attractive for several reasons. First of all,
they make very few assumptions and are conceptually very simple. In PA models,
there is no need for stems, bases, morphemes, or other sublexical elements besides
those needed in the phonology. Second, PA can capture relations between any two
cells in a paradigm, something which realizational approaches sometimes struggle
with. Despite those advantages, there have been no serious attempts at formalizing
proportional analogy. Additionally, the lack of formalization has the consequence
that we do not know what the limits of PA are. It is unclear whether or not morpho-
logical systems which cannot be captured analogically exist. Neither do we know
what the formal properties of PA are in morphology.

This paper presents a formalization of a purely analogical model of morphology
in HPSG. The system uses reentrancies and append to express analogies between
the cells of a paradigm. Combined with the use of underspecification and multiple
inheritance, thismodel is able to express partial analogies for variousmorphological
processes. As a case study, I present a partial analysis of the Kasem number system.
This paper is accompanied by a full implementation in TRALE (Meurers et al.,
2002; Penn, 2004; Müller, 2007).1

1 Kasem number classes
I will focus on the Kasem (Howard, 1969, 1970; Niggli & Niggli, 2007) number
system as an illustrative example of complex multiple inheritance in inflectional

†I thank the anonymous reviewers and conference participants for their helpful comments.
1The code can be found at https://gitlab.com/abm-collection/kazem.
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morphology (Guzmán Naranjo, 2019). Kasem nouns inflect for singular and plural;
the challenge consists in the large number of inflection classes. Number inflection
in Kasem can be analyzed as being composed of two non-suffixal (stem) processes,
one or two suffixal singular markers, and one or two suffixal plural markers.

Like other West African languages, Kasem has ATR harmony with five +ATR
vowels (ə, e, i, o, u), and five -ATR vowels (a, ɛ, ɩ, ɔ, ʋ). Contrasts are shown
in (1). Besides a small number of exceptions, all vowels in a word must have the
same ATR value as shown in (1). However, ATR harmony does not need to hold
across members of a compound, as can be seen in (2). To abstract away from ATR
harmony, I will use capital letters to represent Kasem vowels (A, E, I, O, U).

(1) singular plural gloss

a. colo cwəəlu ‘kilogram’ +
b. cɔlɔ cwaalʋ ‘girl that likes going out with men’ -
c. peeli peelə ‘shovel, spade’ +
d. pɛɛlɩ pɛɛla ‘bean cake’ -
f. vəlu vələ ‘traveller’ +
e. valʋ vala ‘farmer’ -
g. yiri yirə ‘type, kind’ +
h. yɩrɩ yɩra ‘name’ -

(2)

singular gloss

a. tɔn-yeenu ‘scholar, scientist’
b. tapwal-bu ‘kidney’
c. kaloŋ-zɔŋɔ ‘Martial Eagle’
d. bugə-sɔŋɔ ‘tree species’

The singular is marked by a vowel and sometimes also by a consonant in the fi-
nal syllable. There are at least 10 different singular vowel markers shown in (3)2.3
There is no obvious systematicity between singular and plural vowel marker com-
binations.

2Since tone is identical for singular and plural forms, tone marking is omitted in the present paper.
3I base the analysis on the dictionary by Niggli & Niggli (2007). Some speakers report forms

different from those in the dictionary (Zaleska, 2017).
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(3)

singular plural sg marker gloss

a. banyɩɩrʋ banyɩɩrʋ ∅ ‘guinea-corn’
b. vwe vwə E ‘shelter’
c. nabara nabarɩ A ‘river’
d. tɛɛ taa EE ‘sling’
e. nu-nakwɩ nu-nakwa I ‘grandmother’
f. surbɩa surbɛ IA ‘kind of plant’
g. pʋpɔnɔ pʋpwaanʋ O ‘manure’
h. diinu diinə U ‘rodent’
i. kayaa kayɛ AA ‘round straw basket’
j. bii biə II ‘marble, ball’

Singular consonant markers are shown in (4). There are two types of consonant
markers: onset consonants in the final syllable and coda consonants in the final
syllable. Nouns can only use one of the those two strategies.

(4)

singular plural sg marker gloss

a. ŋwam-pʋgʋ ŋwam-pʋrrʋ -g- ‘scale of wound’
b. gwaka gwagsɩ -k- ‘luggage rack’
c. natoŋo nantwəənu -ŋ- ‘roof vent’
d. coro ceeni -r- ‘hen, fowl, chicken’
e. kʋkɔnɔ kʋkwarʋ -n- ‘kind of fish’

f. lu-sɩʋn lu-sɩɩrʋ -n ‘metal sponge’
g. mɩm mɩna -m ‘millet’
h. doŋ donnə -ŋ ‘mate, fellow’

As singular forms, plural forms are marked by a vowel and sometimes by a conso-
nant in their final syllable. The examples in (5) and (6) show vowel and consonant
markers for the plural, respectively. Although there are some striking similarities
between singular and plural markers, there is more variety in the singular than in
the plural.

(5)

singular plural pl marker gloss

a. manduru mandurru ∅ ‘spoon’
b. manlaa manlɛ E ‘chamaleon’
c. tɩgagɩrʋ tɩgagɩra A aardvark
e. tɛɛ taa AA ‘sling’
d. gwala gwalɩ I ‘slave rider’
e. bu biə IA ‘fruit, grain’
f. kogo koru U ‘kind of shrub’
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(6)

singular plural pl marker gloss

a. sʋgʋ sʋm -m ‘knife, razor’
b. vɔsaŋa vɔsɛn -n ‘type of shrub’

c. nʋŋʋ nʋnnʋ -n- ‘marrow’
d. balogo balwəru -r- ‘lizard’
e. karga karsɩ -s- ‘mite, bug’

Finally, there are two non-affixal processes which mark the plural: lengthening of
the vowel of the penultimate syllable, gemination of the onset of the final syllable,
and diphthongization of the vowel of the penultimate syllable. As shown in (7),4
these two processes can occur either separately (a-e) or together (f-k).

(7)

singular plural gloss

a. lampo lampooru ‘tax’
b. lemu lemuuru ‘orange’
c. kalenziu kalenziiru ‘basket for fishing’
d. tokunu tokunnu ‘seeds of baobab fruit’
e. suru surru ‘shrub species’
f. pɔlɔ pwallʋ ‘saddle, seat’
g. tasɔrɔ taswaarʋ flint lighter
h. soro swəəru mucilaginous herb

used in soup
i. yolo ywəllu ‘bag, sack’
j. ni-viu ni-vweeru ‘mouth breath’
k. niu nweeru ‘mirror, glass’

Besides the segmental markers discussed so far, the singular is related to the plural
by one of six possible alternations shown in (8).5 The alternations Xσ-X (a-c) and
X-Xσ (d-f) are the mirror image. In σ-0, the singular has one syllable more than the
plural, whereas in X-Xσ, the plural has one syllable more than the singular. There is
a correspondence between the syllables denoted byX, although this correspondence
is mediated by non-suffixal markers such as lengthening and diphthongization. In
the alternation Xσ-Xσ (g-h), the singular and the plural have the same number
of syllables, but there is no strict correspondence between the final syllable. The
following three alternations form subtypes of this alternation. The alternation X-X
(i-j) applies when the singular and the plural are identical (modulo lengthening and
diphthongization). In XV-XV (k-l), only the vowel of the final syllable varies, while
in XOY-XOY, only the onset of the final syllable varies (again modulo lengthening
and diphthongization).

4There are two additional vowel mutations which I will not address in this paper.
5There are some additional fixed singular-plural alternations which do not interact with any indi-

vidual affixal marker or non-affixal process. I do not discuss those in this paper.
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(8)

singular plural pattern gloss

a. zʋŋa zwɩ Xσ-X ‘calabash’
b. sigə si Xσ-X ‘Hartebeest’
c. kapa-sɩŋa kapa-sɩn Xσ-X ‘Cobra’

d. kalanjoo kalanjooru X-Xσ ‘clam’
e. kɔn kɔɔna X-Xσ ‘Antelope’
f. tangwam tangwana X-Xσ ‘earth shrine’

g. kaman-poŋo kaman-pwənnu Xσ-Xσ ‘white maize’
h. cɔgɔ cɔrʋ Xσ-Xσ ‘pond’

i. kantwana kantwana X-X ‘sp. of fruit’
j. suru surru X-X ‘sp. of shrub’

k. lampo-joŋnu lampo-joŋnə XV-XV ‘tax-collector’
l. kog-zono kog-zwəənu XV-XV ‘sp. of shrub’

m. cɩŋʋ cɩnnʋ XOY-XOY ‘tapeworm’
n. tasugu tasuru XOY-XOY ‘covering lid’

Affixal markers, non-affixal markers, and alternations being simple on their own,
the system shows considerable complexity in that it has around 150 classes which
arise from the combinations of individual markers and alternations. Most of the
singular markers can appear together with most of the plural markers, and in several
different singular–plural relations. Although many combinations are not attested,
it is not evident whether these gaps are accidental or caused by hard grammatical
constraints. I do not attempt to explain these gaps in this paper.

The previous discussion of Kasem is not complete, and there are additional
non-affixal and affixal markers in the system. However, the classes described in this
paper account for around 80% to 85% of Kasem nouns listed in Niggli & Niggli
(2007).

2 Analogy-based Morphology: Kasem
The basic assumption of AbM (Analogy-based Morphology) is that lexemes list
all their inflected forms.6 This comes directly from the idea in PA models that
lexemes are the set of inflected forms in a paradigm (Blevins, 2016).7 In the case
of Kasem, nouns list their singular and plural forms as in Figure 1.8 Unlike the
representations used by Bird & Klein (1994) and Monachesi (2005) which avoid
the use of explicit syllable trees, both singular and plural are lists of syllables.

6Or at least all forms which take part in analogical relations.
7I use attribute-value pairs to represent each paradigm cell. While there are possible alternatives

which might be compatible with the general HPSG architecture, this approach is the most straightfor-
ward for making it computationally implementable in TRALE.

8I will sometimes omit the paradigm feature to save space in the AVMs.
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The representations of phonemes, vowels, and syllables are given in Figures 2–6.
Although more complex representations are possible, the distinctions made here
are sufficient to capture the Kasem number system. The core feature in Figure
2 is a shorthand notation for the complete specification of place and manner of
articulation of a segment (Bird & Klein, 1994), which does not play a direct role
in the morphological analogies. These structures are organized as in the partial
hierarchy in Figure 7.




lexeme

paradigm
[
singular list(syllable)
plural list(syllable)

]




Figure 1: Lexeme

[
phoneme
core phon

]

Figure 2: Phoneme




vowel
long bin
atr bin




Figure 3: Vowel

[
syllable
nucleus vowel

]

Figure 4: Syllable

[
cv-syll
onset consonant

]

Figure 5: CV Syllable

[
vc-syll
coda consonant

]

Figure 6: VC Syllable

phoneme

consonant vowel

syllable

vc-syll

ex-vc-syll cvc-syll

cv-syll

ex-vc-syll

Figure 7: syllable-phoneme hierarchy

Given those simple assumptions, we can express complete analogical relations
as constraints on the singular and plural features. For instance, the complete
analogy for nouns such as agsɩ–agsa (‘candy’), which have non-alternating stems
and -I/-A markers, is shown in Figure 8.

However, from the perspective of traditional PA models, a particularly chal-
lenging aspect of Kasem is the existence of number markers that behave indepen-
dently of each other. To give an example, we need to be able to express the fact
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lxm-reg-i/a

singular A⊕
⟨




syll
onset 2

nucl




phoneme
core I
length short




coda 1




⟩

plural A⊕
⟨




syll
onset 2

nucl




phoneme
core A
length short




coda 1




⟩




Figure 8: Non-alternating-A–I

that -O and -I are singular markers independently of the plural marker they appear
in opposition to. This generalization runs opposite to PA models, which usually
claim that morphological systems rely exclusively on oppositions. However, we
would miss an important generalization without being able to express these partial
patterns. Similarly, we need to be able to express non-affixal markers (lengthen-
ing and diphthongization) as independent processes, which can occur together, and
with different suffix combinations. To model these facts, we need to decompose
complete analogical relations into partial analogies.

We start by defining non-affixal relations. Figure 9 describes the analogy which
ensures no lengthening. The reentrancies in the feature long ensure that there are no
discrepancies between the length of the singular and the plural vowels of the penul-
timate syllable,9 while the constraints of the coda ensures that there is no gemination
of the consonant.

The opposite, vowel and consonant lengthening, is achieved by the constraints
in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. In Figure 10, we impose the constraint that the
nucleus of the penultimate syllable of the plural must be long. The constraint in
Figure 11 ensures that the coda of the penultimate and onset of the final syllables
of the plural are identical to the onset of the final syllable of the singular, and that
the penultimate syllable of the singular is CV.

9I treat cases where both the singular and the plural have a long penultimate syllable as cases of
no lengthening.
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no-lengthening

sing 1 ⊕
⟨



vc

nucl
[
long 2

]

coda 3


,
[
syll

]⟩

plur 1 ⊕
⟨



vc

nucl:
[
long 2

]

coda 3


,
[
syll

]⟩




∨




no-lengthening

sing 1 ⊕
⟨


excl-cv

nucl
[
long 2

]

,
[
syll

]⟩

plur 1 ⊕
⟨


excl-cv

nucl:
[
long 2

]

,
[
syll

]⟩




Figure 9: No lengthening




v-lengthening

sing 1 ⊕
⟨[

vc
nucl|long -

]
,
[
syll

]⟩

plur 1 ⊕
⟨[

vc
nucl|long +

]
,
[
syll

]⟩




Figure 10: V-lengthening




c-lengthening

sing 1 ⊕
⟨[

excl-cv
]
,

[
excl-cv
onset 2

]⟩

plur 1 ⊕
⟨[

vc
coda 2

]
,

[
cv
onset 2

]⟩




Figure 11: C-lengthening

Figures 12 and 13 ensure no diphthongization and diphthongazation to occur,
respectively. No diphthongization is achieved by enforcing that the core of the
nucleus of the penultimate syllables of the singular and the plural are identical.
Diphthongization is expressed by directly specifying the core value of the singular
as /O/ and the core value of the plural as /WE/.10




no-diphthong

sing 1 ⊕
⟨


syll

nucleus
[
core 2

]

,
[
syll

]⟩

plur 1 ⊕
⟨


syll

nucleus:
[
core 2

]

,
[
syll

]⟩




Figure 12: No diphthongization

The partial hierarchy in 14 captures the possible combinations of non-affixal
processes.

Vowel and consonant suffixal markers can be captured in a straightforward way
10Similar constraints must be introduced for other cases of diphthongization.
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has-diphthong

sing 1 ⊕
⟨


syll

nucleus
[
core O

]

,
[
syll

]⟩

plur 1 ⊕
⟨


syll

nucleus:
[
core WE

]

,
[
syll

]⟩




Figure 13: Diphthongization

non-affixal-alternation

length

length-cc

l-cc-no-dipht

length-vv

l-vv-no-dipht

no-length

non-alternating

diphth

no-diphth has-diphth

has-diphth-cc has-diphth-vv

Figure 14: Non-affixal hierarchy

as well. Figures 15 and 16 give examples of vowel markers, and Figures 17 and 18
show different consonant markers.




sg-a

sg A ⊕

⟨


syll

nucl

[
core /A/
long -

]


⟩



Figure 15: Suffixal marker -A




pl-u

pl A ⊕

⟨


syll

nucl

[
core /U/
long -

]


⟩



Figure 16: Suffixal marker -U



sg-coda-m

sg A ⊕

⟨[
syll
coda|core /m/

]⟩



Figure 17: Suffixal marker -m




pl-onset-r

pl A ⊕

⟨[
syll
onset|core /r/

]⟩



Figure 18: Suffixal marker -r-

Finally, the 6 analogical relations are what links the singular to the plural. Fig-
ures 19 to 24 present those patterns. Relation Xσ–Xσ states that both the singular
and the plural have the same number of syllables and the onsets of their penultimate
syllables are identical. This relation also states that the ATR value of the singular
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and the plural must be identical on a syllable-by-syllable basis.11 As mutation only
occurs in the final two syllables, we state that all preceding syllables are identical
for the singular and the plural.



Xσ–Xσ-relation

paradigm




sg A ⊕
⟨



syll
onset 1

nucl|atr 2


,
[
syll
nucl|atr 3

]⟩

pl A ⊕
⟨



syll
onset 1

nucl|atr 2


,
[
syll
nucl|atr 3

]⟩







Figure 19: Relation Xσ–Xσ

Relation Xσ–X states that the singular has all the syllables of the plural plus one
additional syllable. Because this relation does not allow for vowel lengthening in
the plural the core of the penultimate syllables in both cells are identical. However,
this relation does allow for additional consonant markers in the plural. Relation X–
Xσ is almost the mirror image of relation Xσ–X, allowing for diphthongization and
lengthening in the plural.



Xσ–X-relation

paradigm




sg A ⊕
⟨



syll
onset 2

nucl 4

[
core 1

atr 3

]



,
[
syll
nucl|atr 3

]⟩

pl A ⊕
⟨



syll
onset 2

nucl 4




⟩







Figure 20: Relation Xσ–X

Relations XV–XV and XOY–XOZ are subtypes of relation Xσ–Xσ; however,
they impose additional constraints. Relation XV–XV states that the onset of the
final syllable of both cells must be identical, while relation XOY–XOZ requires
that the nucleus of the final syllable of both cells be identical. Finally, relation X–
X simply states that, modulo lengthening and diphthongization, the singular and

11Since compounds can break ATR harmony, we cannot state that the final and penultimate sylla-
bles have the same ATR value.
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X–Xσ-relation

paradigm




sg A ⊕
⟨



syll
onset 2

nucl
[
core 1

atr 3

]




⟩

pl A ⊕
⟨



syll
onset 2

nucl
[
core 1

atr 3

]



,
[
syll
nucl|atr 3

]⟩







Figure 21: Relation X–Xσ

plural cells are identical.



XV–XV-relation

paradigm




sg A ⊕
⟨
syll,

[
syll
onset 1

]⟩

pl A ⊕
⟨
syll,

[
syll
onset 1

]⟩







Figure 22: Relation XV–XV




XOY–XOZ-relation

paradigm




sg A ⊕
⟨
syll,

[
syll
nucl 1

]⟩

pl A ⊕
⟨
syll,

[
syll
nucl 1

]⟩







Figure 23: Relation XOY–XOZ

These constraints work together to build full inflectional classes. For example,
the singular-plural pair laancɩga–laancɩ (‘Flapped Lark’) instantiates a -g- marker,
a singular -A, no non-affixal mutations and the Xσ–X alternation. The complete
structure of laancɩga–laancɩ is shown in Figure 25.
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X–X-relation

paradigm




sg A ⊕
⟨[

syll
nucl|core 4

]
,




syll
onset 1

nucl 2

(coda 3 )




⟩

pl A ⊕
⟨[

syll
nucl|core 4

]
,




syll
onset 1

nucl 2

(coda 3 )




⟩







Figure 24: Relation X–X

3 Concluding remarks
The system proposed in this paper correctly captures the key aspects of PA ap-
proaches and at the same time allows for more abstract generalizations. The main
advantage of this formalization over traditional PAmodels is that we can build com-
plete analogies out of partial analogies, which allows us to express stem alternations
without stems, and individual markers without morphemes. The advantage over
realizational models like Information based Morphology (Bonami & Crysmann,
2015; Crysmann & Bonami, 2017) is that, since this system is simpler (it makes
fewer assumptions), computational implementation and automatic induction (Be-
niamine and Guzmán Naranjo forth.) are easier to achieve. Additionally, unlike
realizational models, PA models are completely non-directional. In AbM knowing
the singular of a noun and its inflection class suffices to deduce its plural form, and
vice versa.

This formalization is similar to the string unification approach taken by (Calder,
1989, 1991); however, there are three important differences. First, this approach
does not assume that analogies are between strings, strictly speaking, but rather
between phonological objects which can have as much structure as needed for the
language in question (e.g. syllables, moras, etc.). The second main difference is
that this model puts emphasis on being able to express partial analogies and partial
descriptions to form complete analogies. Finally, while the system proposed by
Calder made use of morphemes and was directional, the present implementation is
neither. In the way that AbM is set up, there are no morphemes and no directional
relations (at least they are not required).
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sg-a-sg-onset-g
-Xσ-X
-non-alternating

sing

⟨

1




cvc

onset

[
cons
core /l/

]

nucl




vowel
core /a/
atr -
long +




coda

[
cons
core /n/

]




,




ecv

onset 4

[
cons
core /c/

]

nucl




vowel
core 2 /i/
atr 0

long 3 -







,




cv

onset

[
cons
core /g/

]

nucl




vowel
core /a/
atr 0

long -







⟩

plur

⟨
1 ,




cv
onset 4

nucl




vowel
core 2

atr 0

long 3







⟩




Figure 25: Full analogy for laancɩga
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Abstract
Gapping in Japanese, which is an SOV language, differs from gapping

in SVO languages in that the conjuncts with the elided verbs appear in non-
final position. In this paper I present an incremental approach to gapping in
Japanese, where it is assumed that an argument structure type is constructed
in the non-final clause(s) in the gapping construction. This type is unified
with the construction type created by the final clause resulting in identical
construction types for all conjuncts in the construction.

1 Introduction

Gapping is a phenomenon that poses a challenge to lexicalist approaches given
the fact that the main verb of one or more of the conjuncts in these constructions
is elided. Example (1) (from Sag et al. (1985)) shows the prototypical gapping
construction with a transitive sentence in the first conjunct, and two arguments, but
no verb, in the second conjunct.

(1) Kim likes Sandy, and Lee Leslie.

The constituents of the conjunct with the elided verb, Lee and Leslie, are re-
ferred to as the remnants, and the constituents that have their roles in the conjunct
with the verb, Kim and Sandy, are referred to as correlates.

The examples in (2)–(6) demonstrate gapping in Japanese (from Kato (2006, p.
1–14)). (2) is a conjunction of two transitive sentences where the verb of the first
conjunct is elided. (3) shows that the elided verb cannot be in the second conjunct,
as in English. (4) shows that gapping also may occur with intransitive verbs. (5)
shows that there may be four dependents in each conjunct, and (6) shows that there
may be more than one conjunct with a gap.

(2) John-ga
John-NOM

hon-o
book-ACC

sosite
and

Mary-ga
Mary-NOM

hana-o
flower-ACC

katta.
bought

‘John bought books, and Mary flowers.’

(3) * John-ga
John-NOM

hon-o
book-ACC

katta
bought

sosite
and

Mary-ga
Mary-NOM

hana-o.
flower-ACC

(4) John-ga
John-NOM

kayobi-ni
Tuesday-ON

sosite
and

Mary-ga
Mary-NOM

doyoubi-ni
Saturday-ON

hasiru.
run

‘John runs on Tuesdays, and Mary on Saturdays.’

(5) John-ga
John-NOM

kinou
yesterday

Fred-ni
Fred-DAT

hon-o
book-ACC

sosite
and

Mary-ga
Mary-NOM

kyou
today

Susan-ni
Susan-DAT

hana-o
flower-ACC

katta.
bought

†I would like to thank three anonymous reviewers and the audience at the HPSG 2019 conference
in Bucharest, Romania, for very useful comments and suggestions.
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‘John bought books for Fred yesterday, and Mary flowers for Susan to-
day.’

(6) John-ga
John-NOM

hon-o
book-ACC

sosite
and

Mary-ga
Mary-NOM

hana-o
flower-ACC

sosite
and

Fred-ga
Fred-NOM

pen-o
pen-ACC

sosite
and

Sue-ga
Sue-NOM

kitte-o
stamp-ACC

katta.
bought

‘John bought books, Mary flowers, Fred pens, and Sue stamps.’

According to Ross (1970), gapping operates forward in SVO languages like
English. This is referred to as forward gapping (see (7)). And in SOV languages
like Japanese, the verb appears in the last conjunct in gapping constructions (Ross,
1970). This is referred to as backward gapping (see (8)).

(7) a. SVO + SVO + SVO + ... + SVO ⇒
b. SVO + SO + SO + ... + SO

(8) a. SOV + SOV + SOV + ... + SOV ⇒
b. SO + SO + SO + ... + SOV

Gapping in Japanese is sometimes equaled to Right Node Raising (Kato, 2006,
p. 55). Yatabe and Tanigawa (2018) claim that Japanese does not have gapping,
only Right Node Raising. They base their argument on the fact that the apparent
ellipsis only is at the right node of the conjunct, illustrated in (9), where it appears
that the whole right node nani o kau to yakusoku shita no is gapped. According
to Yatabe and Tanigawa (2018), the reading of (10), where the verb kau and the
complementizer to are not gapped, should be the same as the reading of (9) if
Japanese had gapping, but this reading is not available, and they present this as
evidence that Japanese does not have gapping.

(9) [Masao wa]
[Masao TOP]

ashita,
tomorrow

(soshite)
(and)

[Hanako wa]
[Hanako TOP]

asatte
day after tomorrow

[nani
[what

o]
ACC]

kau
buy-PRES

to
COMP

yakusoku
promise

shita
do-PAST

no?
NML

‘What has Masao promised to buy tomorrow, and what has Hanako
promised to buy the day after tomorrow?’

(10) ?* [Masao wa]
[Masao TOP]

ashita
tomorrow

kau
buy-PRES

to,
COMP

(soshite)
(and)

[Hanako wa]
[Hanako TOP]

asatte
day after tomorrow

[nani o]
[what ACC]

kau
buy-PRES

to
COMP

yakusoku
promise

shita
do-PAST

no?
NML
‘Same as (9)’
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In this paper, I will not discuss whether or not gapping exists in Japanese.
The aim will be to present an analysis of the examples in (2)–(6), where a verb is
shared by two (or more) conjuncts. However, in the following I will refer to this
phenomenon as gapping.

Gapping is a widely discussed phenomenon in the linguistic literature, and it
is one of the hardest phenomena to handle in a grammar implementation. The
analyses of gapping rarely find their way into grammar implementations. In this
paper, the focus will be on implementability of accounts of gapping, and hence
the perspective will be different from other, more theoretical, approaches. The
hope is that it can complement the other approaches and show a way forward to
how analyses of gapping can be implemented. Guided by limitations imposed by
concerns about implementability and parser efficiency,1 the account I will present
is limited in scope, and only accounts for a fraction of the data on gapping found
in the literature.2

2 Gapping in HPSG

In lexicalist theories, the syntactic structure is built up around heads which carry
detailed information about the structure that will be built around them. This makes
gapping constructions hard to account for, given that the verb, which is the head of
the sentence, is missing.

Most HPSG approaches to gapping makes use of the linearization approach
(Kathol, 1995; Beavers and Sag, 2004; Chaves, 2005; Crysmann, 2008; Kim and
Cho, 2012). In this approach, the feature DOM(ain) (Reape, 1994) represents the
linear order of phonological items, and this order is allowed to be different from
the order in the constituent tree. This separation of linear order and constituent tree
is powerful, and although relational constraints may be added to the grammar in
order to impose restrictions on the order of the phonological items, it may put a
heavy burden on the parser if it is not properly constrained.

Abeillé et al. (2014) present an alternative, construction-based HPSG approach
to gapping. It is based on Mouret (2006), and does not make use of linearization.
Instead it assumes that the constituents in the conjuncts with the elided verb, the
remnants, form a non-headed constituent where the synsems of the remnants are
entered onto a CLUSTER list in HEAD. This constituent undergoes a unary rule
head-fragment-ph. This head-fragment rule checks the HEAD values of the rem-
nants (via the CLUSTER list) against the HEAD values of the correlates, which the
rule accesses via the context SAL(ient)-(sub)UTT(erance) feature (SAL-UTT) (see
(12)).

1The analysis presented is possible to implement with the LKB system (Copestake, 2002).
2More complex examples of gapping, for example including chains of control verbs as in (11)

(from Sag et al. (1985)) and examples like (9), will be topic for future research.

(11) Pat wanted to try to go to Berne, and Chris to Rome.
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(12) Syntactic constraints on head-fragment-ph (Abeillé et al., 2014)

head-fragment-ph ⇒




CONTEXT | SAL-UTT

〈[
HEAD H1

MAJOR +

]
, . . . ,

[
HEAD Hn

MAJOR +

]〉

CATEGORY |HEAD |CLUSTER

〈[
HEAD H1

MAJOR +

]
, . . . ,

[
HEAD Hn

MAJOR +

]〉




In example (1), repeated here as (13), the correlates are Kim and Sandy. Con-
sequently, their synsems can be accessed via the SAL-UTT feature. The head-
fragment rule checks that their head values match with those of the remnants, Lee
and Leslie. In this way, the subcategorization frames of the conjuncts with elided
verbs are guaranteed to correspond to the subcategorization frames of the conjunct
with the verb.

(13) Kim likes Sandy, and Lee Leslie.

The tree in Figure 1 is an illustration of how the features SAL-UTT and CLUS-
TER account for the matching of the argument frames of the initial conjunct and a
conjunct with an elided verb.3

In addition to the syntactic constraint shown in (12), there is a separate con-
straint on the head-fragment rule that assigns the semantic predicate that was as-
signed to the correlates, to the remnants. In (13), this means that the semantics of
the second conjunct is like’(lee’,leslie’).

There are some challenges to the approach to gapping in Abeillé et al. (2014),
and in particular the syntactic constraints on head-fragment-ph shown in (12).
While it is possible to match the HEAD values of the synsems on the CLUSTER list
with those on the SAL-UTT list, one needs to know the length of the SAL-UTT and
CLUSTER lists, unless one introduces some extra functionality for list matching. If
there are two correlates and two remnants, as in (13), one needs a head-fragment-
ph type that has SAL-UTT and CLUSTER lists of length two, and which matches the
HEAD values of the two first items and the HEAD values of the two second items. If
there are three correlates and three remnants, one needs another head-fragment-ph
type with lists of length three, and so on. In addition, if one allows the match-
ing elements on the lists to come in different order, the number of matching rules
required becomes large.

A more serious problem with the head-fragment rule is how to make the items
on the SAL-UTT and CLUSTER lists accessible to the rule at the same time. The
access to the correlates on the SAL-UTT list in the head-fragment rule presupposes
that the conjunct with the correlates has been parsed when the head-fragment rule
is applied, and that the the correlates has been put on a SAL-UTT list. This list
will have to be made accessible to the coordination rule, which pushes it down into
the head-fragment rule, via the head-comps rule, as shown in Figure 1. The fact

3The analysis presented in Abeillé et al. (2014) is more elaborate than the illustration shown
here. It includes a functionality that allows them to match constituents with differing HEAD values,
like adv and prep, and noun and adj.
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S
[
coord-ph
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]

S
[
SAL-UTT 4

〈
2 , 3

〉]

NP
[
SYNSEM 2

]

Kim

VP

V

likes

NP
[
SYNSEM 3

]

Sandy

XP
[
head-comps-ph
SAL-UTT 4

]

Conj
[
COMPS

〈
10

〉]

and

XP

10




head-fragment-ph

SAL-UTT 4

〈[
HEAD 5

]
,
[
HEAD 6

]〉

CLUSTER 7

〈[
HEAD 5

]
,
[
HEAD 6

]〉




XP


cluster-ph

CLUSTER 7

〈
8 , 9

〉



NP
[
SYNSEM 8

]

Lee

NP
[
SYNSEM 9

]

Leslie

Figure 1: Simplified tree for (13) demonstrating the SAL-UTT and CLUSTER lists

that the CLUSTER list comes from below, and the SAL-UTT list comes from above,
means that only one of the lists will be populated when the parser attempts to apply
the head-fragment rule, irrespective of whether the parsing strategy is bottom-up
or top-down. One of the lists will be empty until the whole coordination is parsed.
This will lead to a large number of contexts where the head-fragment rules would
be applicable, before both the lists are populated and the matching of the lists can
be attempted, and it will lead to a massive burden of the parser.

Both the syntactic and semantic constraints assumed on the head-fragment rule
in Abeillé et al. (2014) assume access to information in the conjunct with the verb.
This makes sense in languages with forward gapping, like English, French and
Romanian, but in a language like Japanese, where the remnants come before the
correlates, one would have to wait for the final verb before the constraints required
by the head-fragment rule would be made available. If one assumes a parser that
works right-to-left, this can be accounted for, but it would be hard to defend from
a psycholinguistic point of view.

In this paper, the incremental left-to-right approach to gapping in Haugereid
(2017) will be adapted, and it will be shown how the left-to-right approach used to
account for forward gapping also can be used for backward gapping, even though
the verb only appears in the final conjunct. This is made possible given that the
grammar is designed in such a way that a clause in principle can be parsed without
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a verb. The argument structure is assumed to originate from the syntactic rules, and
the verb is treated as a kind of obligatory modifier. If there is no verb, the parse
will result in an underspecified construction type which only reflects the argument
structure of the clause, but not the predicate of the main verb.

3 Analysis of gapping in Japanese

In Haugereid (2017), gapping in Norwegian, which is an SVO language, is ac-
counted for by assuming that the predicate type of the first conjunct in a gapping
construction is unified with predicates introduced by unary rules representing the
elided verbs in the non-initial conjuncts. The predicate type reflects the argument
structure of the clause, so the conjuncts with gapped verbs will have to realize the
same type of arguments (for example a subject and an object) as the initial clause.

3.1 Incremental parsing and constituent structure

The constituent tree of the transitive sentence in (14) is assumed to be the flat
structure in Figure 2a. The constituent structure is derived from the AVM of the
parse tree, shown in Figure 2b. The step from parse tree to constituent tree involves
the use of a feature STACK (Haugereid and Morey, 2012). In the following, the trees
that will be presented, are parse trees, but they all have corresponding constituent
trees.

(14) John-ga
John-NOM

hon-o
book-ACC

katta.
bought

John bought books.

S
PPPPBB
����

NP

John-ga

NP

hon-o

V

katta

(a) Constituent tree

S
PPPP

����
S2aaaa
!!!!

S1
HHH
���

START NP

John-ga

NP

hon-o

V

katta

(b) Parse tree

Figure 2: Illustration of constituent tree and parse tree of a transitive sentence in
Japanese

The parse starts in the bottom left corner with a START symbol. This symbol
has the features shown in (15). In the illustration, there are three valence features
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that all have negative values arg1–, arg2–, and arg3–. In addition, the value of the
feature VBL is synsem, which means that it requires a verb.

(15)



START

VAL




CMP1 |LINK arg1–
CMP2 |LINK arg2–
CMP3 |LINK arg3–




VBL synsem




The START symbol is combined with the subject John-ga and the direct object
hon-o. There are separate valence rules for each of these functions, and they switch
a negative link type to a positive. The rule for the direct object is shown in (16). It
changes the negative link value arg2– in the first daughter to a positive link value
in the mother arg2+.

(16)



cmp2-struc

VAL




CMP1 1

CMP2 2
[
LINK arg2+

]

CMP3 3




VBL 4 synsem

ARGS

〈



VAL




CMP1 1

CMP2 |LINK arg2–
CMP3 3




VBL 4




, 2

〉




At the top of the tree in Figure 2b, the verb is realized. This is done by the verb
rule shown in (17). The rule takes as its first daughter a structure that requires a
verb, and as its second daughter a verb, and it produces a structure that has saturated
the verb requirement (VBL anti-synsem). In addition, the rule unifies all the link
types with the PRED type of the verb.

(17)



verb-struc

VAL 1




CMP1 |LINK 2

CMP2 |LINK 2

CMP3 |LINK 2




VBL anti-synsem

ARGS

〈[
VAL 1

VBL 3

]
, 3

[
HEAD verb
LKEYS |KEYREL |PRED 2

]〉
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The lexical entry for the verb ka (‘buy’) is shown in (18). It only has an ORTH

value, a HEAD value, and a PRED value. There are no VAL features or ARG-ST list.

(18)



verb-lxm

ORTH
〈

ka
〉

HEAD verb
LKEYS |KEYREL |PRED buy prd




Instead of the regular valence requirements associated with verb lexical items,
the verb is given a PRED value buy prd, and it is the position of this type in a type
hierarchy of subconstruction types, that determines which argument frames that
are possible for the verb. A simplified type hierarchy involving the type buy prd is
shown in Figure 3.

link

arg3– arg2+ arg1+ arg3+

arg12_rel buy_prd arg123_rel

_buy_12_rel _buy_123_rel

Figure 3: Type hierarchy of subconstruction types, argument frame types, and con-
struction types

The hierarchy shows that the buy prd type is compatible with two argument
frames, a transitive frame arg 12 rel, and a ditransitive frame arg 123 rel. When
the predicate is unified with one of these two frames, we get the construction types
buy 12 rel and buy 123 rel, respectively. In this way, it is the type hierarchy of

subconstruction types that determines which frames that are possible for a verb to
enter.

The tree in Figure 4 shows how the linking types are changed from negative
in the START node to positive in the top of the tree, and how the link types are
unified with the PRED value of the verb. Since the types arg1+, arg2+, arg3–,
and buy prd are compatible (given the type hierarchy in Figure 3) the sentence is
ultimately given a parse.

3.2 Analysis of gapping

SOV clause structure and backward gapping as demonstrated in (2)-(6) pose a chal-
lenge to the incremental left-to-right approach in Haugereid (2017). However, the
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verb-struc

VAL




CMP1|LINK 1 arg1+
CMP2|LINK 1 arg2+
CMP3|LINK 1 arg3–




VBL anti-synsem







cmp2-struc

VAL



CMP1|LINK arg1+
CMP2|LINK arg2+
CMP3|LINK arg3–




VBL 2 synsem







cmp1-struc

VAL




CMP1|LINK arg1+

CMP2 3

[
LINK arg2–

]

CMP3|LINK arg3–




VBL synsem







START

VAL



CMP1 4

[
LINK arg1–

]

CMP2|LINK arg2–
CMP3|LINK arg3–




VBL synsem




4NP

John-ga

3NP

hon-o

2

[
HEAD verb
KEYREL|PRED 1 buy_prd

]

katta

Figure 4: Parse tree for Japanese transitive sentence

constructional approach allows for the construction of an argument frame type that
is underspecified with regard to the predicate of the main verb of the clause. This is
shown in Figure 3, where the type arg12 rel is the result of the unification of three
subconstruction types: arg1+, which is contributed by the rule that realizes the
subject, arg2+, which is contributed by the rule that realizes the direct object, and
arg3–, which shows that no indirect object has been realized. (If an indirect object
is realized, the arg3– type will be replaced by arg3+, resulting in the argument
frame type arg123 rel.) The tree in Figure 5 illustrates how the subconstruction
types accumulate as the conjuncts in (2) are parsed.4

The parse starts in the bottom left corner with the structure START that has only
negative subconstruction types (see (15)), represented in the tree in Figure 5 as an
empty set. The rule that attaches the subject John-ga adds the subconstruction type
arg1+, and the rule that attaches the object hon-o adds the type arg2+. When

4In order to make the representation compact, I have used sets to illustrate the accumulation of
the subconstruction types in Figure 5. In reality, each subconstruction type is the value of a separate
feature. The underlining of subconstruction types in the tree represents the unification of these types.
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{arg1+, arg2+, arg3–, buy_prd}

{arg1+, arg2+}

{arg1+}

{}

{arg1+, arg2+, arg3–}

{arg1+, arg2+}

{arg1+}

{}

START

N

John-ga

N

hon-o

∅

Conj

sosite

N

Mary-ga

N

hana-o

V

katta

Figure 5: Accumulation of subconstruction types

no more arguments are attached, a unary gapping rule (see (19)) unifies the LINK

values, here arg1+, arg2+ and arg3–, with the PRED value of the KEYREL. (In the
tree, this is marked by underlining the subconstruction types, and the elided verb is
marked with the symbol /0.) The KEYREL value is unified with the GAPREL value.
The rule switches the VBL value from synsem in the daughter to anti-synsem in the
mother. It also gets the HEAD feature GAPPING +.

(19)



verb-gapping-struc

HEAD
[
GAPPING +

]

VAL 1




CMP1 |LINK 2

CMP2 |LINK 2

CMP3 |LINK 2




VBL anti-synsem

LKEYS


KEYREL 3

[
PRED 2

]

GAPREL 3




ARGS

〈[
VAL 1

VBL synsem

]〉




At this point, the three subconstruction types are unified, resulting in the argu-
ment frame type arg12 rel (see the type hierarchy in Figure 3). The conjunct sosite
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initiates a new conjunct (see (20)), and it carries into the new clause the argument
frame type from the gapping rule (see (21)).

(20)



conj-word

ORTH
〈

sosite
〉

HEAD

[
conj
GAPPING +

]




(21)



coord-struc

VAL




CMP1 |LINK arg1–
CMP2 |LINK arg2–
CMP3 |LINK arg3–




VBL synsem

LKEYS
[
KEYREL 1

]

ARGS

〈



HEAD
[
GAPPING 2

]

VBL anti-synsem
GAPREL 1


,

[
coord-word
HEAD |GAPPING 2

]〉




The second clause is parsed in the same manner, and at the top of the tree, the
rule that attaches the verb, unifies the predicate buy prd with the subconstruction
types of the second conjunct (arg1+, arg2+, arg3–), resulting in the predicate type
buy 12 rel. (The unified subconstruction types are underlined at the top of the tree
in Figure 5). The rule also unifies this predicate type with the argument frame type
carried over from the first conjunct (arg12 rel). In this way, the identity of the two
construction types is ensured, and the two clauses get the same predicate.

The MRS (Copestake et al., 2005) for example (2), repeated below as (22)
is given in Figure 6. The first buy 12 rel predicate is the result of unifying the
construction type of the first conjunct arg 12 rel with the construction type of the
last conjunct buy 12 rel.

(22) John-ga
John-NOM

hon-o
book-ACC

sosite
and

Mary-ga
Mary-NOM

hana-o
flower-ACC

katta.
bought

‘John bought books, and Mary flowers.’

The incremental subconstructional approach assumed in this paper is similar
to the approach in Abeillé et al. (2014) in that the argument frame of the conjunct
with the verb is unified with the argument frame of the conjuncts with the elided
verbs. However, it differs from Abeillé et al. (2014), as well as other lexicalist
approaches, in several respects. Firstly, this account is an incremental account. It
differentiates between a parse tree (which is left branching, as shown in Figure
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mrs
TOP 0 h
INDEX 1 e

RELS

〈




named rel
LBL 3 h
CARG ”John”
ARG0 5 x


,




proper q rel
LBL 6 h
ARG0 5 x
RSTR 7 h
BODY 8 h




,




buy 12 rel
LBL 9 h
ARG0 10 e
ARG1 5 x
ARG2 11 x




,




book n rel
LBL 12 h
ARG0 11 x


,




indef q rel
LBL 13 h
ARG0 11 x
RSTR 14 h
BODY 15 h




,




and c rel
LBL 16 h
C-ARG 17 i
L-INDEX 10 e
R-INDEX 1 e




,




named rel
LBL 18 h
CARG ”Mary”
ARG0 20 x


,




proper q rel
LBL 21 h
ARG0 20 x
RSTR 22 h
BODY 23 h




,




buy 12 rel
LBL 24 h
ARG0 1 e
ARG1 20 x
ARG2 25 x




,




flower n rel
LBL 26 h
ARG0 25 x


,




indef q rel
LBL 27 h
ARG0 25 x
RSTR 28 h
BODY 29 h




〉

HCONS

〈




qeq
HARG 7 h
LARG 3 h


,




qeq
HARG 14 h
LARG 12 h


,




qeq
HARG 30 h
LARG 9 h


,




qeq
HARG 22 h
LARG 18 h


,




qeq
HARG 28 h
LARG 26 h


,




qeq
HARG 0 h
LARG 24 h




〉




Figure 6: Semantic representation – Gapping
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5) and a constituent tree, which is relatively standard (see Haugereid and Morey
(2012)). Secondly, this approach assumes a hierarchy of subconstruction types
(Haugereid, 2009), as illustrated in Figure 3. It is this hierarchy of subconstruction
types that accounts for the argument frames in the grammar, not the constraints on
the lexical items, and this makes it possible to parse a sentence without a verb, as
illustrated in the first conjunct in Figure 5. In standard HPSG, including Abeillé
et al. (2014), verbs are specified with an ARG-ST, and there is no generalization
over ARG-ST lists that corresponds to the hierarchy of subconstruction types as-
sumed in my approach. A third difference between the approach in this paper and
Abeillé et al. (2014) is the semantics. In my approach, the construction type that
results from the unification of the subconstruction types, becomes the predicate of
the verb (and the elided verb). The semantics is in this way integrated with the
syntax. In Abeillé et al. (2014) however, there are separate constraints accounting
for the syntax and semantics of gapping.

4 Future work

The suggested method accounts for the data in (2)–(6). There will be some over-
generation with regard to adjuncts, since they are not reflected in the argument
structure of the verb. One solution to that would be to let not only information
about arguments, but also adjuncts be carried over to the next conjunct. This is
a topic for further investigation. Another foreseeable problem with the approach
is the fact that the verb does not appear in the first conjunct. This will increase
the search space of the parser, although it will be constrained by the hierarchy of
subconstruction types. The search space could be further restricted if the method
were to be combined with some kind of statistical ”guesser” for each word that is
added.
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Abstract

Progress toward distinguishing clearly between generative and model-
theoretic syntactic frameworks has not been smooth or swift, and the
obfuscatory term ‘constraint-based’ has not helped. This paper reviews
some elementary subregular formal language theory relevant to compar-
ing description languages for model-theoretic grammars, generalizes the
results to trees, and points out that HPSG linguists have maintained an
unacknowledged and perhaps unintended allegiance to the idea of strictly
local description: unbounded dependencies, in particular, are still being
conceptualized in terms of plugging together local tree parts annotated
with the SLASH feature. Adopting a description language with quanti-
fiers holds out the prospect of eliminating the need for the SLASH feature.
We need to ask whether that would be a good idea. Binding domain phe-
nomena might tell us. More work of both descriptive and mathematical
sorts is needed before the answer is clear.

1 Introduction

What sort of system should we employ to give a formal description of a hu-
man language? Two sharply distinct views compete for linguists’ attention.
One emerged in the mid 1950s, when Chomsky persuaded most younger lin-
guists that grammars should be formalized as nondeterministic constructive
set generators composed of an initial symbol (traditionally S) and a set of
expansion-oriented rewriting rules that build derivations ultimately yielding ter-
minal strings, the whole system being interpreted as a constructive definition of
the set of all and only those strings that it could in principle construct. Chomsky
(1959) is generally taken to be the foundational work on this type of system.

The other emerged later and made much more hesitant progress. Its mathe-
matical foundations go back to a proposition which was proved independently
by several mathematicians (Medvedev 1956 [1964], Büchi 1960, Elgot 1961,
Trakhtenbrot 1962), but is most often called Büchi’s Theorem (Büchi, 1960).
It says a set of strings is finite-state if and only if it is the set of all finite string-
like models of a closed formula of weak monadic second-order logic. This
offers a new way of characterizing a set of strings: instead of asking what sort
of a rewriting system can generate all and only the members of a certain set,

†I am grateful to the organizers of the 2019 HPSG conference for inviting me to present a
paper, and especially to Gabriela Bı̂lbı̂ie for her brilliant local organization. I thank the attendees
for their questions and discussion. I owe a major debt to James Rogers, whose work is the source
of the observations in sections 4 and 5 of this paper. Conversations with Mark Steedman before
the conference were extremely useful to me, and after the conference I benefited from careful
successive critiques of several drafts by Bob Levine, Bob Borsley, and especially Stefan Müller.
They all helped me to correct serious errors I had made. The remaining faults and blunders are
solely mine.
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ask what sort of logic can express a statement that is true of all and only the
sorts of things that are members of that set. Within theoretical computer sci-
ence it has led to significant results such as that existential second-order logic
characterizes stringsets recognizable in nondeterministic polynomial time (Fa-
gin, 1974), and has spawned new subdisciplines such as descriptive complexity
theory (Immerman, 1999).

Introducing the second kind of thinking into linguistics created model-
theoretic syntax (MTS), but progress toward accepting it has been anything
but straight and smooth. McCawley (1968) is widely thought to have presaged
it, but did not (see §3). Lakoff (1971) groped toward it but botched the job
(Soames, 1974). Kac (1978) clearly adumbrates it but has been overlooked.
Johnson & Postal (1980) makes the most serious attempt at it, but contradicts
itself with its misguided ideas (in Chapter 14) about formalizing transderiva-
tional constraints.

HPSG perhaps comes closer than any other framework to developing in
purely MTS mode, but even there the progress has been hesitant. HPSG grew
out of GPSG (Gazdar et al., 1985), which was developed as a kind of hybrid
theory, a generative grammar with filters. It was only in 1987 that Gerald Gaz-
dar realized that GPSG should have been conceptualized model-theoretically.
In unpublished lectures at the 1987 LSA Linguistic Institute he showed how
this could be done. By then Pollard and Sag had developed the first version of
HPSG (Pollard & Sag, 1987), very much within mainstream generative think-
ing. By 1994 Pollard and Sag were laying more stress on principles which
stated facts about about well-formed structures, but still employed ‘schemata’
written in the form ‘A → B C’ to outline the gross properties of syntactic con-
structions, and those are visibly like context-free (CF) rules. A formula like
‘Clause → NP VP’ (and it makes no difference if NP and VP are replaced
by complex AVMs) cannot be construed as a statement that is truth-evaluable
within the structure of a sentence.

By the second half of the 1990s, both Pollard and Sag had commenced
using the term ‘constraint-based grammar’ to characterize their approach, and
some have equated this with MTS. I do not favor this term, and try to explain
why in what follows. I then discuss some relevant results concerning subreg-
ular families of stringsets, which I then generalizes to trees. I conclude by
attempting to bring all this to bear on HPSG.

2 The ‘constraint-based’ label

The term ‘constraint-based grammar’ (henceforth CBG) figures prominently
in works like Pollard (1996) and the textbook by Ivan Sag et al. (Sag & Wa-
sow 1999; 2nd edition Sag et al. 2003). Müller (2019) takes it to be a syn-
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onym for MTS, but it seems to me to have a mainly sociological import: the
crucial requirement for membership in the CBG community is not positing
transformations (hence not following Chomsky). The CBG membership roll
according to Sag & Wasow (1999) includes GPSG, HPSG, LFG, functional
unification grammar, dependency grammar, categorial grammar, construction
grammar, and the framework Sag was working on in his last years, sign-based
construction grammar (SBCG). Sag et al. (2003) adds brief sections on three
other syntactic theories which are claimed not to fit into the typology: rela-
tional grammar (RG), tree-adjoining grammar (TAG), and optimality theory
(OT). But this claim of failure to fit suggests incoherence in the typology.

RG uses no transformations and should surely be classed as CBG — its
more highly mathematicized descendant arc pair grammar (APG) is correctly
recognized by Sag et al. as ‘the first formalized constraint-based theory of
grammar to be developed’ (Sag et al. 2003: 539).

TAG, by contrast, is straightforward composition-oriented (bottom-up) gen-
erative grammar, analogous to categorial grammar but founded on trees rather
than strings, hence should surely be excluded (especially if the adjunction op-
eration is taken to be analogous to a generalized transformation, as seems to be
suggested by Chomsky 1993: 21).

And if OT is not based in constraints, no framework is: OT posits a univer-
sal set of constraints, different grammars being distinguished solely by different
orders of application priority, so why does it not fit the classification?

Further puzzlement arises when Culicover & Jackendoff (2005) classify
their work as CBG. They class categorial grammar and tree-adjoining grammar
with ‘mainstream generative grammar’ (which seems correct to me), but count
their ‘simpler syntax’ (along with LFG, HPSG, and Construction Grammar)
as CBG, despite indications that it employs generative components for each of
phonology, syntax, and semantics. They claim that in CBG theories:

Each constraint determines or licenses a small piece of linguis-
tic structure or a relation between two small pieces. A linguistic
structure is acceptable overall if it conforms to all applicable con-
straints. There is no logical ordering among constraints, so one can
use constraints to license or construct linguistic structures starting
at any point in the sentence: top-down, bottom-up, left-to-right, or
any combination thereof. Thus a constraint-based grammar readily
lends itself to interpretations in terms of performance. . .

Note the locutions ‘determines or licenses’ and ‘license or construct’. Which
is it? Constructing sentences? Licensing them as having been constructed cor-
rectly? Or stating conditions on the structure they are permitted to have?

In a footnote they suggest that CBG ‘was suggested as early as [McCawley
(1968)], who referred to “node admissibility conditions”; other terms for this
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formulation are “declarative”, “representational”, and “model-theoretic”.’ This
embodies a confusion that is worth discussing in detail.

3 Node admissibility conditions

The novel interpretation of CF rules to which Culicover and Jackendoff allude
was suggested to James McCawley by Richard Stanley in 1965. The idea was to
reinterpret phrase structure rules as ‘node admissibility conditions’ (henceforth
NACs). This meant treating a CF rule ‘A → B C’ not as meaning ‘if the current
string has an A you may rewrite it with the A replaced by B C’, but rather as
meaning ‘a subtree consisting of an A-labeled node with a first child labeled
B and a second child labeled C is permissible’. Context-sensitive rules can
also be thus reinterpreted: ‘A → B C / D E’ would standardly be read as
‘if the current string has an A with a D preceding and an E following, you
may rewrite it with the A replaced by B C’; the new interpretation would be:
‘a node labeled A with a first child labeled B and a second child labeled C is
permissible if in the tree a D-node immediately precedes the replaced A and an
E-node immediately follows it’.

McCawley observed that for context-sensitive rules there was a difference
in expressive power between the two interpretations: he exhibited a tiny gram-
mar which under one interpretation generated a single tree and under the other
generated nothing. Clarifying this, a later mathematical result of Peters &
Ritchie (1969) showing that the NAC interpretation yielded only context-free
stringsets (CFLs). However, none of this has much to do with MTS. To start
with, ‘node admissibility condition’ (henceforth NAC) was always a misnomer.
NACs are not conditions on the admissibility of nodes or trees or anything else.
An NAC saying ‘A → B C’ doesn’t place any condition on nodes, not even on
nodes labeled A: it requires neither that a node labeled A should have the child
sequence B C (there could be another NAC saying A → D E F) and it doesn’t
require that a child sequence B C must have a parent node A (there could be
another NAC saying ‘D → B C’).

The Stanley/McCawley interpretation makes trees directly answerable to
the content of the grammar without the need for Chomsky’s procedure for con-
structing trees from the information in derivations, so the connection between
rules and structures becomes far more transparent. A grammar becomes in
effect a finite library of pictures of local regions of a tree, and a tree is well
formed iff every region of appropriate size matches one of the pictures (see
Rogers 1999, where CF grammars (CFGs) are introduced in this way). It was
part of what motivated Gerald Gazdar to reconsider the descriptive value of CF
rules.

But grammars under the Stanley/McCawley NAC interpretation are purely
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generative grammars, though of the composition-oriented type first exhibited
in categorial grammar (Ajdukiewicz 1935). A grammar consists of some build-
ing blocks and a mode of composition for putting them together. The implicit
composition operation for NAC grammars is what I will call frontier nontermi-
nal substitution: wherever a frontier node in a developing tree is labeled with a
nonterminal symbol α you can plug in some local tree in the grammar that has
root node labeled α:

A A

B α α =⇒ B α

β γ β γ

The set of trees generated is the set of all and only those trees with a root label
S (or whatever root node label may be specified) and a frontier entirely labeled
by terminal symbols (lexical items). The strings generated are all and only the
frontiers of those trees.

Tree-adjoining grammar (TAG) also defines composition-oriented genera-
tive grammars, differing in that they feature a more complex kind of composi-
tion operation, based on auxiliary trees, which have a frontier nonterminal node
label matching the root node label. These provide for operations of what I will
call internal nonterminal substitution: a designated internal node labeled α is
replaced by an auxiliary tree that has α both as root label and a frontier label,
like this:

A A

B α α =⇒ B α

D E β γ β γ

α δ α δ

D E

Neither NAC grammars nor TAGs are anything like MTS. Notice that MTS
constraints express necessary conditions on expression structure, and well-
formedness is determined by satisfaction of all the constraints. But no node
can ever match more than one NAC, so there could never be a tree that satisfied
two or more NACs.

McCawley himself makes an error on this point, saying that ‘the admissi-
bility of a tree is defined in terms of the admissibility of all of its nodes, i.e., in
the form of a condition which has the form of a logical conjunction’ (p. 248).
It is in fact a disjunction. An NAC is a one-place predicate of nodes; for exam-
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ple, the NAC corresponding to the rule ‘A → B C’, expressed as a property of
a node x, says ‘x is labeled A and has a left child labeled B and a right child
labeled C’. For generality, it will be convenient to add a trivial one-node NAC
of depth zero for each terminal symbol: the NAC ‘eat’ will correspond to the
statement ‘x is a node labeled eat’. One might want to stipulate that that a node
with no child (a node on the frontier, also known as a leaf) must be labeled with
a member of the terminal vocabulary (though that rules out some theories of
‘empty categories’), and perhaps also that a node that has no parent (the root) is
labeled with some designated symbol such as S or Clause; but these are matters
of detail. The main thing that has to be true in a tree to make it well-formed
according to a set ϕ1, . . . , ϕk of k NACs is the multiple disjunction shown in
(1).

(1) (∀x)[ ∨
1≤i≤k

ϕi(x)] ‘Every node satisfies the disjunction of all the

NACs.’

So NACs are in effect atomic propositions, each stating a sufficient condi-
tion for some specific local tree (of depth 0 or 1) to be a legitimate subpart of
a well-formed tree, and written in a way that is isomorphic to such a subpart.
The grammar is really just a finite list of local trees, generating all and only
the trees that are entirely composed of the local trees on the list and could be
constructed by combining them using frontier nonterminal substitution.

Stanley/McCawley CFG thus construed is a composition-oriented genera-
tive formalism employing a set of small building blocks and a set of operations
for putting them together to make larger units. In that respect, it is just like
categorial grammar, TAG, and Chomsky’s minimalism. However, it will be rel-
evant in the next section that there is a particularly easy way to turn a set of
NACs into a model-theoretic description that is in many respects equivalent. It
depends on the fact that there are only finitely many trees employing a given
finite vocabulary V of node labels and given finite bounds on depth (d) and
breadth (b). Hence for any finite subset of them interpreted as NACs we can
take the complement of that set (relative to all trees of depth ≤ d and width
≤ w labeled from V ), and interpret each as a subtree prohibition. Each local
tree Ti in the complement set will be understood as the statement ϕi meaning
‘the configuration Ti does not occur as a subtree’. Then a tree T is well-formed
if and only if each ϕi is true in T .

To illustrate, consider this set of NACs constituting a tree-generating gram-
mar defining (in effect) a one-bar-level X-bar theory on binary trees with only
two lexical categories, A and B:
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AP

A AP

AP

A BP

AP

AP A

AP

BP A

BP

AP B

BP

B AP

BP

B BP

BP

BP B

Now consider the complement set (which happens in this case to be exactly the
same size):

* AP

AP B

* AP

B AP

* AP

B BP

* AP

BP B

* BP

A AP

* BP

A BP

* BP

AP A

* BP

BP A

Making sure a tree does NOT contain any of the configurations in the second
set yields exactly the same results as making sure it IS entirely composed of the
local trees in the first set.

Now in the next section I want to begin to make clear the sense in which
this yields an MTS description, though one stated in an extremely primitive de-
scription language. Various results were achieved after 1968 seem in retrospect
highly relevant to clarifying this point. I will first review the results, and then,
returning to my theme, relate them to HPSG.

4 Expressive power of description languages for strings

It was noted in Rogers (1997) that stating a CFG as a set of local trees is strongly
analogous to a bigram description of a set of strings. A bigram description
over an alphabet Σ is a finite list of 2-symbol sequences over Σ, and a string
is grammatical according to it if every length-2 substring of the string (every
factor, as the formal language theorists put it) is on the list. And as I have
pointed out, using the complement of the set of bigrams instead permits the
description to be construed in MTS terms.

But bigram descriptions define only a very small and primitive class of
stringsets, the SL2 stringsets. Using depth-1 local trees as building blocks for
trees is analogous to using bigrams as building blocks for strings. When im-
plemented in detail it employs a finite vocabulary Σ plus an additional symbol
⋊ 6∈ Σ to mark of the beginning of a string and ⋉ 6∈ Σ to mark the end. A string
w is generated iff it begins with some symbol σ such that ⋊σ is one of the bi-
grams and it ends with some symbol σ such that ⋉σ is one of the bigrams,
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and for every substring σ1σ2 the string σ1σ2 is one of the bigrams. Model-
theoretically, it amounts to using a description language of atomic propositions
interpreted as substring bans: a proposition ab means ‘the substring ab does not
occur’.

Letting k = 3 then yields the trigram stringsets, a proper superset; letting
k = 4 yields the quadrigram stringsets, larger still; and so on upward: n-gram
stringset for any for any positive integer n can be defined by letting k = n. So
there is an infinite hierarchy of strictly local (SL) stringsets.

If we add in the results of taking unions, intersections, and complements
of SL stringsets we get a strictly larger class known as the Locally Testable
stringsets (LT). And again, there is a class LT2 where the basis is SL2 stringsets,
a class LT3 where the basis is SL3 stringsets, and so on.

LT stringsets can be described model-theoretically by allowing not just
atomic propositions like σ1σ2 (meaning ‘the substring σ1σ2 does not occur’)
but also propositional calculus formulas which are conjunctions, disjunctions,
or negations of such propositions. Now you can say things like ‘either ab does
not occur or bc and cd do not both occur’, and so on. The class of stringsets de-
scribable is now larger, a proper superset of the SL stringsets known as the LT
stringsets. For a simple example of a stringset that is LT but not SL, consider
a∗ba∗. It contains all and only those strings over {a, b} that contain just a single
b, and it has no SLk description for any k. So the apparently very simple notion
‘contains a b’ is not expressible in a language as primitive as the language of
atomic propositions about n-gram presence or absence.

Allowing quantifiers adds considerably to expressive power. If we per-
mit first-order quantification and assume a binary relation symbol <1 intu-
itively meaning ‘immediately precedes’ (= ‘left-adjacent to’ = ‘predecessor of’)
we can describe a larger class of stringsets known as the (locally) Threshold
Testable (TT) sets (Thomas 1982: 372). This permits us to verify that a certain
substring occurs at least a certain number of times in each string, up to a fixed
threshold.

We can step up the expressive power yet more by choosing the binary rela-
tion ‘<∗

1’, the reflexive transitive closure of <1, interpretable as ‘precedes (not
necessarily immediately)’.1 We get a larger family of stringsets, also obtainable
by closing LT under union, intersection, complement, and concatenation, and
thus known as the ‘Locally Testable with Order’ class in McNaughton & Papert
(1971). But it is most commonly known under the name ‘Star-Free’ (SF), be-
cause the languages can be characterized by expressions very much like regular
expressions except that they use the complement operator instead of asteration
(Kleene star): every finite stringset is SF; every union of SF stringsets is SF;
every concatenation of SF stringsets is SF; the complement of any SF stringset

1The <1 relation is first-order definable from <∗
1, but not conversely.
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is SF; and nothing else is.
An alternative characterization is as the class of non-counting stringsets,

within which beyond a certain finite limit k there is no further possibility of
counting whether there were k consecutive occurrences of some substring or
more than k, so that if uvkw is in a set uvk+1w is in as well.

An important result due to McNaughton & Papert (1971) shows that a lan-
guage is SF iff it is the set of all finite stringlike structures satisfying a closed
formula of first-order logic with ‘<∗

1’. This permits describing the set of all
strings over {a, b, c} satifying ∀x[c(x) ⇒ ∃y[b(y) ∧ y <∗

1 x]], in which any
occurrence of c has to co-occur with a b somewhere earlier in the string.

As a final step up in expressive power, if we replace first-order logic by
weak monadic second-order logic (wMSO), we have a theorem obtained in-
dependently by several researchers in the late 1950s (Medvedev 1956 [1964],
Büchi 1960, Elgot 1961): using wMSO on string-like models, the describable
stringsets are an even larger class, namely the regular (finite-state) stringsets.

Thus we have this tableau of progressively larger and larger families of
stringsets:

(2) a. Strictly Local SL (finite n-gram lists); SL2, SL3, SL4, . . . SLk

b. Locally Testable LT (closure of SL under boolean connectives);
LT2, LT3, LT4, . . . LTk

c. Threshold Testable TT (first-order logic with <1); TT2, TT3,
TT4, . . . TTk

d. Star-Free SF (star-free expressions; counter-free automata; FO
with <∗)

e. Finite-State FS (regular expressions or grammars; finite automata;
wMSO)

And they form a hierarchy (actually a hierarchy of hierarchies, because there
are SL3 stringsets that are not SL2, LT5 stringsets that are not LT4, and so on).

(3) SL ( LT ( TT ( SF ( FS

5 Expressive power of description languages for trees

The relevance of this material on the formal language theory of subregular
stringsets (see Rogers & Pullum 2011 for more) will become clearer once we
generalize to trees. The analog of n-grams are trees of depth n + 1 (where an
isolated node has depth 0). Under the reformalization discussed above, a CFG
can be given as simply a finite set of local trees, i.e. trees of depth 1. These cor-
respond to bigrams: in the linear precedence dimension a bigram has a length
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of two; a local tree has a corresponding measurement in the dominance dimen-
sion, from the root level to the child level. Just as you can decompose strings
into the bigrams they contain, you can decompose a tree into the local trees it
contains. There is an overlap of one symbol in each case. The string abba is
made up of the bigrams ab, bb, and ba. In an analogous way, he tree in (4a) is
made up of the local trees (4b) and (4c).

(4) a. A b. A c. C

B C B C D E

D E

Adding a superscript τ to remind us that we are now talking about tree-sets
rather than stringsets, the family of all tree-sets we can define using local trees
as building blocks can be called the SLτ

2 tree-sets. But as with the stringset
families SL2, SL3, and so on, we can use trees of greater and greater depth as
building blocks to get an infinite hierarchy of larger and larger families SLτ

2 (the
2-local tree-sets), SLτ

3 (the 3-local tree-sets), and so on for all positive n ≥ 2.
But there will be sets of trees we cannot describe with local trees of any

finite maximum depth. Consider, for example, the set of binary trees in which
most nodes are labeled α but there is at least one node somewhere that is la-
beled β, with α above and below it. This cannot be SLτ

k for any k: no matter
how large k is (i.e., no matter how deep the building-block trees are), a tree
with no β will be indistinguishable from one containing a β more than k nodes
above or below the bit you’re currently checking.

I am simply using a tree analog of a simple theorem about SL string lan-
guages here. In an SL string language, a property that we could call Prefix-
Blind Suffixing always holds, and the converse is also true. In a strictly k-local
stringset (SLk for some k ≥ 2), given a string x of length k − 1, if wxy and
vxz are both in the set, then wxz has to be in the set. The occurrence of the
suffix z cannot depend on anything before the x, because the x is too long.

The tree analog is that in a strictly k-local tree-set, once a tree contains a
subtree T of depth k− 1, the well-formedness of a tree formed by adding some
further subtree below it (closer to the frontier) cannot depend on what occurs
above it (closer to the root).

We can develop a more powerful description language by analogy with the
LT string languages. Instead of just providing a list of depth-k trees as our
grammar, we can close the defined sets under boolean operations by allowing
grammars to say things like ‘either T1 does not occur or T2 and T3 do not both
occur’, and so on. This permits us to define for each k the tree-sets that are
k-locally testable, which we can call LTτ

k.
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The family of LTτ
k tree-sets is rich enough to contain the set of all and only

those binary-branching trees in which there is at least one node labeled β, but
every β has alpha nodes both immediately above it and immediately below it.
This is the intersection of three obviously SLτ

2 tree-sets: (i) the trees which have
α as the root label and all the frontier labels, (ii) the trees which do not contain
any cases of a β node with a β-labeled child, and (iii) the trees in which there
is an α-labeled node with a β-labeled child. That proves it is LTτ

2 , because the
LTτ

k tree-sets can be described by propositional calculus formulas in which the
primitive propositions say things like ‘k-depth subtree T does not occur’. The
set just mentioned is describable by the conjunction of three SLτ

2 descriptions
couched in terms of primitive propositions.

We can make a yet more powerful description language by allowing our-
selves first-order quantification over nodes in a language containing a binary
relation symbol <2 to denote ‘immediately dominates’. I will call this descrip-
tion language FO<2 . This gives us a still larger family, TTτ

k, the tree analog
of the k-locally threshold testable stringsets. With this as our description lan-
guage, we finally have enough expressive power to describe the set of all trees
in which all nodes are labeled α except for a unique β-labeled node which has
α-labeled nodes both above it (its parent) and below it (all of its children).

We will use x <2 y) for ‘x immediately dominates y’. Let ‘ROOT(x)’
(meaning intuitively that x is the root of the tree) be defined by ‘¬(∃y)[y <2

x]’ (which says that nothing immediately dominates x). Define ‘LEAF(x)’
(meaning that x is on the frontier of the tree) by ‘¬(∃y)[x <2 y]’ (which says
that x does not immediately dominate anything). And define ‘BINARY(x)’
(meaning that x is a node with exactly two children) by this formula:

(5) (∃y, z)[x <2 y ∧ x <2 z ∧ y 6= z ∧ (∀u)[x <2 u ⇒ (u = y ∨ u = z)]]

‘The node x has exactly two distinct children.’

Then the set of all purely binary-branching trees is the set in which BINARY-
ONLY is true:

(6) BINARYONLY ≡def (∀x)[ROOT(x) ∨ LEAF(x) ∨ BINARY(x)]

‘Every node is either the root, or a leaf, or binary-branching.’

Let LONELYBETA be the proposition that all nodes are labeled α except for a
unique node labeled β like this:

(7) LONELYBETA ≡def (∃x)[β(x) ∧ (∀y)[(β(y) ⇒ (y = x)) ∧
(¬β(y) ⇒ α(y))]]

‘There is an x that is labeled β, and x is the only node labeled β (i.e.,
any y labeled β is identical with x), and any other node (i.e., any y not
labeled β) is labeled α.’
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Now the set we want is the set satisfying the conjunction of BINARYONLY and
LONELYBETA.

A further increase in expressive power can be obtained (though to save
space I won’t illustrate) if we move to a language in which the relation <2 is
replaced by its reflexive and transitive closure <∗

2, so that we can say ‘domi-
nates’ as well as ‘immediately dominates’.

And we have still not reached maximum expressive power for languages
describing tree-sets. It would still not be possible to describe a set of trees in
which, for some fixed k, the depth in terms of k-depth subtrees is always an
even number. To achieve that, we could move from first-order logic to wMSO,
which is capable of describing such sets. It was proved in the 1960s (Thatcher
1967, Thatcher & Wright 1968) that a set of trees is recognizable by a finite-
state tree automaton if and only if its string yield is a CFL, and by a fundamen-
tal result of Doner (1970), wMSO on finite trees yields exactly the expressive
power of finite-state tree automata.

McCawley did not know about Doner’s result, and may not have known
Thatcher and Wright’s work, but he did recognize that the string yield of a tree-
set defined by NACs (i.e., defined using SLτ

2) is always a CFL. This insight
influenced Gerald Gazdar in devising what came to be known as generalized
phrase structure grammar in 1978–1979. I think it influenced the creators of its
direct heir HPSG as well. But it is natural to ask what sorts of stringset you
can define by using more powerful description languages. And considering
the string yields of the larger and larger tree-sets describable with the analogs
of the more and more powerful description languages just briefly reviewed re-
veals something rather amazing — though the proofs are straightforward, some
covered in textbooks like Libkin (2004) and others just basically trusted math-
ematical folklore:

(8) TYPE OF TREE-SET DEFINITION STRINGSET YIELD

strictly 2-local (local trees ≡ NACs) context-free
strictly 3-local (depth-2 trees) context-free
strictly k-local (depth-k − 1 trees, k > 3) context-free
context-sensitive 2-local NACs context-free
locally k-testable, k ≥ 2 context-free
first-order logic with <2 context-free
first-order logic with <∗

2 context-free
weak monadic second-order logic (wMSO) context-free

We seem to have reached a plateau: no matter what description language
you choose, from strictly 2-local all the way up to wMSO, you just get the
CFLs over and over again.

Notice that the third line in this table tells us that no matter what the size of
your tree-like building blocks, if you close the set of building blocks under the
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plugging-in that I earlier called frontier nonterminal substitution, you get a set
of trees that has a CFL as its string yield. Thus the data-oriented parsing pro-
posed by Remko Scha and others, and developed in Bod (1998), where in effect
the grammar is simply a (statistically annotated) treebank — a set containing
all of some set of trees plus all of their subtrees — can only yield CFLs.

I should make it clear that this does not mean that MTS is doomed to re-
main within the context-free realm. James Rogers (2003) realized that if you
settle on wMSO as your description language, you can define a hierarchy of
classes of structures of increasing complexity that has a hierarchy of classes of
strings going along with it, the classes of structures being differentiated by their
number of dimensions. A sentence considered as an unanalyzable unit has zero
dimensions. A string has one dimension, hence only one way in which two
nodes can be adjacent, the one called linear precedence, denoted by ≤1. A tree
has two. One is ≤1. The other, denoted by ≤2, allows a node to be adjacent
to an entire 1-dimensional string (its children). Tree-like objects with three di-
mensions can be defined by adding a third relation, ≤3, in terms of which a
single node can be adjacent to an entire 2-dimensional tree. And so on upward.
Rogers proved that the following holds:

(9) Stringset classes definable by wMSO on models fo various dimensions
NUMBER OF TYPE OF RESULTING STRINGSET PROOF

DIMENSIONS MODELS YIELD CLASS

0 points finite stringsets (obvious)
1 strings regular stringsets (Büchi 1960)
2 trees context-free stringsets (Doner 1970)
3 3-d trees tree-adjoining stringsets (Rogers 2003)
4 4-d trees (no name for the class) (Rogers 2004)

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

The hierarchy continues without bound — though there is currently no termi-
nology for the stringset yields of wMSO-characterizable sets of singly-rooted
tree-like models of 4 dimensions, 5 dimensions, etc. Furthermore, it has been
proved by Jens Michaelis that the infinite union of all the stringset classes in the
Rogers hierarchy is the one characterized by minimalist grammars as formal-
ized by Stabler (see Stabler, Jr. 1997, Michaelis 2001). In other words, mini-
malist grammars in Stabler’s sense are the stringsets that are the string yields
of model classes wMSO-characterizable sets of singly-rooted tree-like graph
models of arbitrary finite dimensionality (and thus, surely, far more expressive
than will be needed for describing human languages).
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6 Expressive power of HPSG

Bringing this back to the issue of HPSG is made more difficult by the curious
state of the current literature. The standard works introducing the basics of
HPSG contain no discussion of phrasal reduplication (as has been claimed to
exist in some African languages) or the sort of cross-serial dependencies found
in certain subordinate clause constructions of Dutch and Züritüütsch (Zurich
Swiss German). Züritüütsch is particularly important because the varying case
marking governed by different verbs yields an argument that its stringset cannot
be a CFL (Shieber, 1985). Yet Swiss German does not figure in Pollard & Sag
(1994), or in any of the basic pedagogical works such as Sag & Wasow (1999),
Sag et al. (2003), or Levine (2017).

A number of more technical works — more than I have space to review or
even list here — do cover ways of giving HPSG accounts of non-CF phenomena
of the sort Swiss German exemplifies. Reape (1992) is perhaps the most influ-
ential, but see Müller (2019), Chapter 9, for pointers to the rest of the literature.
A variety of different techniques are involved: re-entrancy (structure sharing)
is one; relational constraints of arbitrary power are sometimes alluded to; and
what is particularly important is argument merger, allowing the list-valued va-
lence feature COMPS to gather up arguments of a subordinate constituent and
then break up the list to permit checking off its members in some desired se-
quence. This looks as if it has the power to use the COMPS as a queue rather
than a stack, which immediately provides for greater than CFG power.

I do not think there is any unitary answer to the question of what gener-
ative power results from the different uses of these mechanisms that various
linguists make. Some versions of HPSG may be limited to the weak generative
capacity of combinatory categorial grammar (Steedman, 2000); some probably
have Turing-machine power. I confess to not having enough understanding of
the voluminous literature to adjudicate on such matters; it seems to me that
there is much scope for mathematical linguists to do some focused work on the
weak generative capacity of HPSG in various forms, and the ways in which the
various mechanisms contribute.

Such issues are important. Consider, for example, what was discovered
after Richter (2000) developed a language named RSRL explicitly for stating
constraints of the sort presupposed by Pollard & Sag (1994). RSRL turned out
to be so expressive that even its finite model checking problem is undecidable
(Kepser, 2004). In other words, full HPSG structures can be so complex, and
queries expressed in RSRL can be so rich, that the task of determining what fi-
nite structures are compliant with a given RSRL constraint can lose its way as if
it were being evaluated in an infinite structure, with the result that no algorithm
can guarantee to determine in finite time whether a given arbitrary structure
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is grammatical according to a given arbitrary RSRL-expressed grammar. This
result alone tells us, of course, that RSRL on HPSG structures is vastly more
complex than wMSO on trees (which guarantees decidability not just for finite
model-checking but also for satisfiability).

The only point I want to contribute here has to do with unbounded de-
pendencies. Given that description languages of significantly more expressive
power than strictly local ones are available for HPSG structures and have been
explored, it is a curious fact that Pollard & Sag (1994) develop their analysis of
unbounded dependencies using the SLASH feature inherited from GPSG. The
SLASH mechanism, we can now see (though this was not clear to the develop-
ers of GPSG in 1980), is a way of sticking to SLτ

2 descriptions, or equivalently,
modifying the nonterminal vocabulary so that simple unmodified CFGs can
describe unbounded dependencies.

This seems odd to me. It is as if Pollard and Sag were following Gazdar
(1981) in assuming that their description had to be couched in the most prim-
itive description language possible, namely SLτ

2 . Gazdar’s breakthrough ob-
servation about unbounded dependencies was that it only takes adding a finite
number of slashed categories to the inventory (upper-bounded by the square
of the number of full phrasal categories, since they are the ones that can be
‘extracted’) to cope with unbounded dependencies and island constraints using
strictly 2-local tree description (i.e., Stanley/McCawley NACs). Pollard & Sag
(1994) follows Gazdar point for point on the general theory, developing differ-
ent analyses where the syntactic phenomena call for it but always assuming the
basic 2-local-equivalent technology that Gazdar developed.

Pollard & Sag (1994) employ the full redundancy of Gazdar’s system. Take
the very simple case of ‘topicalization’ (unbounded complement preposing) as
treated in their Chapter 4. The tree in their (18) on page 165 has (when the Non-
local Feature Principle on p. 400 is consulted to flesh it out) ‘SYNSEM|NON-
LOCAL|INHER|SLASH { }’ on the root of the entire sentence; ‘SYNSEM|NON-
LOCAL|TO-BIND|SLASH { 1 }’ on the root of the topicalization construction;
the same thing on the trace; and ‘SYNSEM|NONLOCAL|INHER|SLASH { 1 }’
on each of the eight head nodes in between them.

In addition, trace nodes have to have full details of the INHER and TO-BIND

values of SLASH (and QUE and REL); there is a complex specification of the in-
ternal feature structure of a trace; there is a ‘Nonlocal Feature Principle’, given
in only the most casually informal terms on p. 164 (I quote the different version
on p. 400) saying that ‘For each nonlocal feature, the value of SYNSEM|NON-
LOCAL|INHERITED|SLASH on the mother is the set difference of the union of
the values on all the daughters and the value of SYNSEM|NONLOCAL|TO-BIND|
SLASH on the head daughter’; and (fn. 5, p. 164) all other ID schemata intro-
ducing phrasal heads have to be modified to include ‘[TO-BIND|SLASH { }]’ on
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the head daughter. All of this highly redundant feature annotation is employed
simply to guarantee that there has to be a trace in the clause that accompanies
a preposed complement.

If instead we do not (implicitly) restrict ourselves to SLτ
2 rules, but allow

the power of (say) first-order logic in our description language for trees, we can
easily guarantee the presence of a ‘trace’ in some subconstituent accompanying
a dislocated element, without using GPSG-style paths of slashed categories.

For simplicity, let me assume with Huddleston et al. (2002) (henceforth
CGEL) that preposed (‘topicalized’) complements are distinguished by bearing
the grammatical relation ‘Prenucleus’ in the main clause, and every Prenucleus
phrase is accompanied by a following phrasal head bearing the relation Nucleus
(which is really just a special case of the head relation). We can give a simple
direct statement of the fact that the head clause accompanying a Prenucleus NP
must contain an NP trace. I represent grammatical relations top-down to match
dominance, so ‘x <∗

2 y)’ means ‘x dominates y’ and ‘Prenucleus(x, y)’ means
‘x has a child y bearing the Prenucleus relation to it’. Here is the statement we
need:

(10) (∀x, y)[(Prenucleus(x, y) ∧ NP(y)) ⇒
(∃z)[Nucleus(x, z) ∧ (∃t)[(z >∗

2 t) ∧ Trace(t) ∧ NP(t)]]]

‘If x has an NP child y in Prenucleus function, then x also has a child z
in Nucleus (= head) function and z contains an NP trace.’

This shows that we do not need SLASH to guarantee that a clause accom-
panying a Prenucleus (‘extracted’) constituent must contain a trace, even in an
entirely CF-restricted descriptive system like using first-order logic on labeled
trees.

Various constructions with non-subject gaps (such as the so-called ‘tough-
movement’ construction) can be described in a similar way, though they do not
call for a Prenucleus constituent; instead they involve a complement specifically
required to contain an NP gap. That is, the complement is required to be rooted
at a node z such that (∃t)[(z >∗

2 t) ∧ Trace(t) ∧ NP(t)] (see the discussion of
‘hollow VP’ complements in CGEL, 1245–1251, for an informal survey of the
several constructions at issue).

The foregoing remarks should not be taken as an argument that we should
describe unbounded dependencies without the now familiar GPSG-style chains
of nodes bearing SLASH values. I am only pointing out that it could easily be
done, using a description language that is not very rich, and has a decidable
satisfiability problem.

It will take more work before we can decide whether SLASH as used in Pol-
lard & Sag (1994) is a valuable idea in the HPSG context or or an unnecessary
hold-over from GPSG. The most interesting phenomena to study in this con-
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text might be the binding domain phenomena discussed by Zaenen (1983) —
syntactic phenomena in various languages that are encountered only between a
left-extracted constituent and the gap in subordinate structure associated with
it. Zaenen posits a feature [bnd] present on every node along the spine between
the two constituents, just where Gazdar’s work had posited a category with a
SLASH value. Could these phenomena be insightfully described in a way that
involves no SLASH or BND features? We do not know, because the unacknowl-
edged bias toward strictly local treatments of phrase structure has meant that
linguists have not been asking that question during the last four decades. It
might be interesting to reopen the questions raised by the data that Zaenen con-
sidered.
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Abstract

The paper proposes a representational re-encoding of the scalar, prag-
matic accounts of NPI licensing within the framework of Lexical Resource
Semantics (LRS). The analysis focuses on a less researched distribution
pattern: emphatic NPIs occurring in result clause constructions that re-
ceive an intensification reading. We will provide a scalar extension of a
standard semantic account of result clauses to capture the high degree
interpretations. Our investigation will also offer new insights on NPI li-
censing in embedded clauses. We will primarily consider Romanian data.

1 Introduction

While scalar analyzes play an important role in recent research in formal se-
mantics and pragmatics, there has been no attempt to integrate them into a
representational framework. In this paper, we will propose an implementation
of the scalar theories within Lexical Resource Semantics (LRS, Richter & Sailer
2004) – a constraint-based underspecified semantic combinatorics for HPSG. In
particular, we will discuss two phenomena for which a scalar approach is very
natural: high degree readings of finite result clause constructions (RCX) and
emphatic negative polarity items (E-NPI). We base our analysis on the patterns
identified in Romanian.

The paper will proceed as follows: Section 2 describes the distributional
properties of the E-NPIs occurring in the Romanian finite RCXs that receive a
high degree interpretation. Section 3 defines some important characteristics of
the LRS framework. We then propose an LRS-rendering of a scalar approach
on NPI licensing, starting from the theory of Krifka (1995) (Section 4). In Sec-
tion 5, we focus on the analysis of result clauses and on the interaction between
emphatic NPIs and degree RCXs, while pointing out some important differences
between Romanian and English; we also adapt the standard semantic analysis
of degree result clauses from Meier (2003) and provide an LRS description. In
Section 6, we develop an analysis of the fixed, idiomatic degree result clauses,
which contribute a plain intensification reading, as mixed expressives with non-
at-issue literal meaning (Gutzmann, 2011). Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Data

In this paper, we focus on finite result clause constructions (RCXs), which express
a primary predication in the main clause and a secondary predication in the
result clause (RCl) – see example (1). We restrict ourselves to RCls modifying
adjectives, where the RCl can be used to make a high degree statement for the

†Monica-Mihaela Rizea was supported by a DAAD research grant to Frankfurt a.M., January–
March 2019. We thank the reviewers and the audience for their comments. All errors are ours.
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matrix predicate. In (1), the RCX (atât de) deasă de nu se vede om cu om, just as
its English correspondent so thick (that) you can’t see your hand in front of your
face, can receive the high degree interpretation of ‘extremely thick’.

(1) Dimineat,a
Morning.DEF

e
is

o
a

ceat, ă
fog

[RCX: atât de
so

deasă,
thick.ADJ

[RCl: de
that

nu
not

se
REFL

vede
see.3SG

om
person

cu
with

om]].
person

Intended: ‘In the morning, the fog is [RCX: so thick [RCl: you can’t
see your hand in front of your face]].’

In (1), and in (2) below, the content of the RCl corresponds to an extreme
outcome of the primary predicate (i.e., it makes an emphatic statement), which
triggers the intensification reading of the modified predicate. A similar observa-
tion is made in Hoeksema & Napoli (2019), for Dutch and English. Note that in
Romanian, unlike in English, high degree RCXs do not require a degree marker,
atât de/as, a de ‘so’. We will discuss this in detail in Section 5.

(2) Ion e [RCX: as, a de prost [RCl: de nu s, tie cum ı̂l cheamă (cu
buletinul ı̂n mână)].

lit.: Ion is so stupid that he does not know his own name (with the ID
in hand).

Intended: ‘Ion is [RCX: so stupid [RCl: he can’t see a hole in a
ladder]].’

We have analyzed a special type of degree RCXs, where the secondary predi-
cation in the RCl is an emphatic negative polarity item (E-NPI). E-NPIs, which are
a prominently-studied case of emphatic statements (see Krifka 1995, Eckardt
2005, Chierchia 2006, and others), represent expressions that are excluded
from positive environments. As shown below, a positive statement would make
the expressions highly infelicitous:

(3) Dimineat,a e o ceat, ă [atât de deasă, de #(nu) se vede om cu om].

Intended: ‘In the morning, the fog is [so thick you can #(not) see your
hand in front of your face].’.

(4) Ion e [as, a de prost de #(nu) s, tie cum ı̂l cheamă (cu buletinul în
mână)].

Intended: ‘Ion is [so stupid he can #(not) see a hole in a ladder].’.

Many E-NPIs are also minimizers, which typically denote minimal elements
on a contextually-salient scale. In the examples above, se vede om cu om (lit.
see the person in one’s immediate range of sight), corresponding to the English
see one’s hand in front of one’s face, emphatically expresses what for the speaker
counts as a minimal range of visibility; s, tie cum ı̂l cheamă (lit. he knows his own
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name) stands for a minimal manifestation of one’s knowledge, while the English
correspondent, see a hole in a ladder, suggests a minimal manifestation of one’s
sensitivity to details. The observation is that negating some minimum pragmatic
threshold on a contextual scale can lead to strong emphatic utterances (Krifka
1995, Eckardt 2005); this further proves that, when embedded in RCls, negated
minimizers can be very naturally employed for triggering a high degree reading
of the matrix predicates. For example, in ceat, ă atât de deasă de nu se vede
om cu om ‘fog so thick that you can’t see your hand in front of your face’,
the minimizer could be interpreted as emphatically indicating an extremely low
degree of visibility, and, when negated, it triggers an inference related to the
(extreme) intensity of the fog.

In what concerns the complementizers, in Romanian, RCls can be intro-
duced with ı̂ncât (which is the default case), că, or de (see GBLR, Pană Dindel-
egan 2010, 583). When it occurs in RCls, de seems to be restricted to emphatic
sentences. In (5), a strongly favorable consequence of the quality of being ele-
gant (i.e., being admired) is contrasted with a neutral consequence, where Ion
is no more than noticed:

(5) Ion
Ion

se
REFL

ı̂mbracă
dresses

atât de
so

elegant
elegantly

[ ı̂ncât/de
that

lumea
people

ı̂l
him

admiră]/
admire/

[ ı̂ncât/#de
that

lumea
people

ı̂l
him

observă].
notice

‘Ion dresses so elegantly that people admire him/that people (no more
than) notice him.’

Conventionalized finite RCls, many originating from RCls hosting regular
word combinations associated with an extreme outcome, seem to represent a
productive pattern for expressions that have been lexicalized into high-degree
modifiers in Romanian – cases when the RCl expresses a high degree of inten-
sity of the primary predicate, and the result interpretation is entirely replaced by
an intensification reading (see (6)). Moreover, the most conventionalized ex-
pressions that have evolved into high-degree modifiers normally collocate with
de and reject interchangeability with ı̂ncât, the regular connector for the non-
conventionalized RCls; this further proves that de is strongly associated with an
intensification interpretation:

(6) a. (frumoasă) [de/# ı̂ncât nu se poate]
(lit.: (so beautiful) that it cannot be) ‘very beautiful’

b. (frumoasă) [de/# ı̂ncât mori]
(lit.: (so beautiful) that one dies) ‘very beautiful’.

Up to this point, we have made the following observations: RCXs can have a
high degree interpretation (OBS1); de-RCXs require an emphatic statement in-
side the RCl (OBS2); there are lexicalized RCls that only have an intensification
reading (OBS3).
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In the rest of the chapter, we will present four tests (T1–T4) that we have
designed in order to classify E-NPIs embedded in high-degree RCls. For Roma-
nian, we have identified three main types of E-NPIs; each type will be illustrated
with one example:

(7) a. . . . . . . .E-NPI1: a (nu) . . . . . .vedea . .la. . . .un . . . .pas ‘not see within a step’
(lit.: not to see a step ahead)
(referential, result reading: ‘there is no visibility at all’)

b. E-NPI2: a (nu) se vedea om cu om ‘not REFL see person with person’
(lit.: not to see the person in one’s immediate range of sight)
(referential, result reading: ‘there is no visibility at all’)

c. E-NPI3: a (nu) [te/vă] vedea ‘not CL.ACC.2SG/PL I.see’
(lit.: not to see you)

Our tests will show that E-NPI1s and E-NPI2s convey a result state of the
primary predicate since they have a referential reading – in our examples, re-
lated to the lack of visibility, i.e., there is no visibility at all; E-NPI3s contribute a
purely intensifier reading in relation to the matrix predicate, and do not assert
a result meaning.

T1: Can we change the RCX into a coordination without changing
the meaning of the expression?

(8) . . . . . . .E-NPI1 & E-NPI2

a. E o aglomerat, ie pe străzi în timpul grevei [de nu .se. . . . .vede. . .la. . .un. . . .pas]/
[de nu se vede om cu om].
‘There is a huge crowd in the streets during the strike.’ (lit.:There is
a crowd in the streets during the strike that one cannot see a step
ahead/ that one cannot see the person in their immediate range of
sight.)

b. = E o aglomerat, ie pe străzi în timpul grevei [s, i nu . .se. . . . .vede. . .la . . .un

. . .pas]/ [s, i nu se vede om cu om]. (lit.: There is a crowd in the streets
during the strike and one cannot see a step ahead/ and one cannot
see the person in their immediate range of sight.)

(9) E-NPI3

a. Emot, iile astea mi-au făcut foame [de nu te văd]. (CoRoLa)

‘These emotions made me extremely hungry.’

(lit.: These emotions made me hungry that I cannot see you.)

b. 6= Emot, iile astea mi-au făcut foame [s, i nu te văd].

(lit.: These emotions made me hungry and I cannot see you.)

In T1, we have started from an RCX and changed it into a coordination,
where a result relation can still be inferred. Both E-NPI1 and E-NPI2 pass the
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test – (8b); however, if the sentence hosting E-NPI3 is considered in isolation,
the expression suffers a change in meaning since only the literal reading is avail-
able in coordination – see (9b) – i.e., T1 distinguishes between the third type
and the first two types of E-NPIs. E-NPI1 and E-NPI2 are felicitous according to
T1, since their meaning, based on a scalar inference (i.e., there is no visibility
at all), remains unchanged when used outside an RCX. In other words, E-NPIs
such as a se vedea la un pas and a se vedea om cu om clearly have distinct lit-
eral meanings – one expressing visibility within the distance of a step, the other
visibility to the nearest person in someone’s immediate range of sight. Used
as E-NPIs, however, both assert a minimal degree of visibility. By contrast, an
E-NPI3 undergoes a change in meaning when used in a coordination structure
– see the infelicity of (9b). Thus, the meaning that the expression would have
in isolation does not contribute to the high degree reading of the entire RCX.

In T1, the RCX is changed into a coordination, and a result relation can
be inferred in all the examples. In T2, we will look at cases in which no such
relation can be inferred. Since E-NPI3 is already excluded by T1, we will only
apply T2 to E-NPI1 and E-NPI2:

T2: Can the expression be used felicitously if the context does not
permit the inference of a result relation?

(10) . . . . . . .E-NPI1 & E-NPI2
Mergeam pe stradă [s, i nu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .se vedea la un pas]/

[#s, i nu se vedea om cu om].
(lit.: I was walking down the street and one could not see a step ahead/
and one could not see the person in their immediate range of sight.)

As shown in (10), E-NPI1 passes T2, whereas E-NPI2 cannot be used felic-
itously in the absence of a salient result relation in discourse. This shows that
an E-NPI2 is collocationally restricted to a result relation.

The following test looks at the distribution of the possible complementizers
of the RCls that occur in high degree result constructions:

T3: Is variation possible with respect to the RCl complementizer
without a change in the meaning of the expression in the RCl?

(11) . . . . . . .E-NPI1 & E-NPI2
E as, a de întuneric afară [de/ ı̂ncât nu . .se . . . . .vede. . .la . . .un . . . .pas]/ [de/ ı̂ncât nu
se vede om cu om].
(lit.: It’s so dark outside that one cannot see a step ahead/
that one could not see the person in their immediate range of sight.)

‘It is very dark outside.’
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(12) E-NPI3
Emot, iile astea mi-au făcut foame [de/# ı̂ncât nu te văd].
(lit.: These emotions made me hungry that I cannot see you.)

‘These emotions made me extremely hungry.’

In (11), E-NPI1 and E-NPI2 allow for both de and ı̂ncât, while the meaning
of the RCl remains unchanged (i.e, there is no visibility at all); by contrast, E-
NPI3 requires the presence of de, see (12). The use of ı̂ncât in (12) triggers a
change in meaning: the expression in the RCl can only be interpreted literally,
which leads to infelicity.

T4 is intended to clarify what is the meaning contributed by RCl hosting the
E-NPI to the overall RCX:

T4: Does the RCX entail the proposition in the result clause?

(13) . . . . . . .E-NPI1 & E-NPI2

Ninge a. [de nu . .se. . . . .vede. . .la . . .un. . . .pas]/b. [de nu se vede om cu om].

(lit.: It is snowing a. [that one cannot see a step ahead]/
b.[that one can’t see the person in one’s immediate range of sight].)

‘It is snowing very hard.’

Entails: a. Nu . .se . . . . .vede . .la. . . .un . . . .pas./b. Nu . .se. . . . .vede. . . .om. . .cu . . . .om.
(result reading: both a. and b. trigger the scalar inference there is no
visibility at all)

(14) E-NPI3

Emot, iile astea mi-au făcut o foame [de nu te văd].
(lit.: These emotions made me hungry [that I cannot see you].)
‘These emotions made me extremely hungry.’

Does not entail: Nu te văd. (no result reading)

Both expressions in (13) have a high-degree reading, and they entail the
proposition in the RCl. In both cases, there is also a result reading since the
expressions trigger a scalar inference: If it is snowing so hard that one cannot
see a step ahead/that one cannot see the person in their range of sight, then there
might be no visibility whatsoever. By contrast, the RCX with the interpretation
of ‘extremely hungry’ in (14) does not entail the meaning of the sentence in the
RCl. This shows that the sole meaning contribution of the expression to the RCX
is intensification i.e., the RCl asserts high degree rather than its result reading.

The results of our tests are summarized in Table 1. They allow us to identify
three types of E-NPIs that can occur in RCXs with high degree readings:

(15) a. . . . . . . . .E-NPI1s are only occasionally used in result clauses and act as
intensifiers; there is also a result interpretation.
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T1 T2 T3 T4

. . . . . . . .E-NPI1: (de) nu . .se. . . . . .vede . .la. . . .un . . . .pas 3 3 3 3

E-NPI2: de nu se vede om cu om 3 7 3 3

E-NPI3: de nu [te/vă] văd 7 n/a 7 7

Table 1: Results of the tests

b. E-NPI2s require a result relation, being bound to the RCXs; they
encode a high degree reading, while also keeping the notion of
result.

c. E-NPI3s express nothing but intensification, being lexicalized into
high-degree modifiers.

Having presented the core data, in the following chapter we will describe the
general framework used in the analysis.

3 Framework: Lexical Resource Semantics (LRS)

Lexical Resource Semantics (LRS, Richter & Sailer 2004) is a constraint-based
underspecified semantic combinatorics for HPSG – similar in some respects to
Minimal Recursion Semantics (Copestake et al., 2005) or Constraint Language
on Lambda Structures (Egg et al., 2001). The major difference is that LRS uses
expressions of some standard semantic representation language for the seman-
tic representation of a linguistic expressions – in the present paper, a version
of higher order predicate logic. LRS has been successfully applied to a number
of challenging phenomena at the syntax-semantics interface, including scope
ambiguity (Richter & Sailer, 2004), negative concord (Iordăchioaia & Richter,
2015), gapping (Park et al., 2018), projective meaning (Hasegawa & Koenig,
2011; Sailer & Am-David, 2016), and others. We will use a version of the com-
pact LRS notation introduced in Penn & Richter (2005), which can be trans-
formed into the more explicit AVM-notation used in Richter & Sailer (2004)
without loss of information.1

In LRS, linguistic signs contribute constraints on the semantic representa-
tion of the structure containing them. There are contribution constraints, which
determine the constants, variables, and operators, and embedding constraints,
which determine subexpression relationships within the larger semantic repre-
sentation. LRS is lexical in the sense that only lexical items (signs licensed by
lexical entries and lexical rules) may make contribution constraints. We use a
semantic metalanguage to express LRS-constraints which enriches our repre-
sentation language with metavariables (α,β , . . .).

1A complete list of LRS-related publications and other material can be found at https://www.
lexical-resource-semantics.de, accessed 14.10.2019.
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We briefly illustrate the system with the example in (16a). We show the
constraints contributed by the words in (16b). The word call requires that
the expression call(x) occur in the semantic representation of the clause. The
negated auxiliary constrains the semantic representation to contain a negation,
but it does not commit to what is in the scope of the negation. This is ex-
pressed with the metavariable α. The quantified NP everyone requires a uni-
versal quantifier, the variable it binds, and information on the restrictor. The
scope is largely underspecified, indicated with the metavariable β . There is an
embedding constraint, β[x] requiring that whatever expression β is, it must
contain an occurrence of x .

(16) a. [S: Everyone [VP: didn’t call]].
b. Lexical constraints:

call: call(x) didn’t: ¬α
everyone: ∀x(person(x)→ β[x])

When the words combine, these constraints are collected and embedding
constraints will be added, depending on the kind of syntactic combination. For
the VP, it is required that a semantic contribution of the verb call be in the scope
of negation, see (17a).2 When the VP combines with the quantified NP, the
expression call(x) needs to be in the scope of the universal quantifier, (17b).

(17) Phrasal constraints on scoping:

a. α[call(x)] (call is in the scope of negation)

b. β[call(x)] (call is in the scope of the subject quantifier).

This leads to the overall constraint in (18). The metavariable γ is con-
strained to contain a universal quantifier and a negation, both of which will
have call(x) in their scope. The relative scoping of the universal and the nega-
tion is, however, not constrained.

(18) γ[∀x(person(x)→ β[call(x)],¬α[call(x)]]

At the level of the overall utterance, there is a closure constraint. This means
that the semantic representation of the sentence is any expression that satisfies
all the constraints and does not contain any additional elements. We can see
which readings there are by looking for pluggings (Bos, 1996), i.e., mappings
from metavariables to subexpressions of the meta-expression in (18). For our
example, there are exactly two possible pluggings, which accounts for the two
readings of the sentence. We show these pluggings in (19).

2The expression call(x) is called the internal content of the verb, which will be inherited by the
auxiliary. Phrase-level embedding constraints typically make reference to the internal content of
one of the daughters. See Richter & Sailer (2004) and Penn & Richter (2005) for details.
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(19) a. Plugging: α= call(x);β = ¬α;γ= ∀x(person(x)→ β):
Reading: ∀x(person(x)→¬call(x))

b. Plugging: α= ∀x(person(x)→ β);β = call(x);γ= ¬α:
Reading: ¬∀x(person(x)→ call(x))

We will say a few words on our treatment of presuppositions and conven-
tional implicatures. We largely follow Sailer & Am-David (2016), changing
some attributes. All combinatorial and projective semantics information is col-
lected in the value of an attribute LRS. The semantic constraints of a sign are
given as meta-expressions on a PARTS-list. A sign’s at issue content corresponds
to the value of an AT-ISSUE attribute. There are two additional list-valued at-
tributes, PRESUP(POSITIONS) and CI. The PARTS list contains (at least) the meta-
expression in the AT-ISSUE value and everything on the PRESUP and CI lists. The
final semantic representation of an utterance, i.e. the value of the EX(TERNAL)-
CONT(ENT) attribute, contains all meaning components, integrating all presup-
positions and CIs. Projective content that appears as part of the EX-CONT value
is removed from the PRESSUP and CI lists (Sailer & Am-David, 2016, 653).

Our feature geometry is illustrated in (20), which is an adaptation the anal-
ysis of the definite article from Sailer & Am-David (2016). The EXC-CONT is
underspecified. The PARTS list contains all meta-expressions of the remaining
semantic features. The AT-ISSUE value is just a variable. The existence require-
ment of definites is encoded as a presupposition in the PRESUP list, and unique-
ness is assumed to be a CI and, consequently, included in the CI value.

(20) Semantic constraints of the definite article:


LRS




EX-CONT δ

PARTS


x
� ⊕ 1 ⊕ 2

AT-ISSUE x
PRESUP 1


∃x(α[x]∧ β[x])�

CI 2


γ∧ (∃xα)→ (∃!x(α[x]))�







The distinction between presuppositions and CIs is useful as these meaning
components have distinct projective properties (see Karttunen & Peters 1979;
Bach 1999; Potts 2005; Tonhauser et al. 2013, among others). Presuppositions
can be integrated into the at issue content in the scope of operators, CIs need
to project until the level of a speech act operator.3

4 Analysis 1: NPIs

Having established our framework, we can now propose an LRS-rendering of
a scalar theory of emphatic NPIs in the spirit of Krifka (1995). Example (21),
which we use for illustration, contains the minimizer NPI a thing. We include
the at issue content of the sentence.

3As we do not use speech act operators here, CIs will be integrated into the highest EX-CONT.
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(21) Alex didn’t see .a. . . . . .thing. ¬∃x(minimal-thing(x)∧ see(alex, x))

The NPI a thing refers to a minimal thing one could perceive visually, for
which we use the constant min(imal)-thing. Krifka (1995) builds his analysis
on a background-focus structure. The focus is determined by the descriptive
content of the NPI, here the predicate min-thing. Minimizer NPIs trigger larger,
scalar alternatives, i.e. alternatives that contain the meaning of the NPI. For
our example the set of alternatives is {P|min-thing ⊆ P}. These alternatives
are context dependent. Being on an African safari and trying to spot some
animals, for example, the alternatives would include an antelope, a lion, a herd
of elephants, etc. – but not trees, photographic equipment or others.

According to Krifka, a minimizer NPI has to be used in an emphatic state-
ment. He expresses this by requiring that what is asserted in a sentence with
an NPI must entail what would have been asserted had any of the alternatives
been used instead. Example (21) is well formed because it entails all alterna-
tives, i.e., not seeing an antilope, a lion, etc. Without a negation (or another
scale-reversing operator), the entailment would not hold, i.e., seeing a mini-
mal thing does not entail seeing an antelope, etc. Krifka (1995) expresses this
requirement with a speech-act operator, ScalarAssert, that takes a background-
focus-alternatives structure as its argument. An NPI triggers a set of alternatives
and must be used in an utterance that makes a scalar assertion.

This theory has been widely adapted. Eckardt (2005) refines the semantics
of the NPIs, and Chierchia (2004, 2006) shows how this theory can be inte-
grated into Mainstream Generative Grammar. To name just two examples.

While very attractive, the original approach faces some serious problems.
First, as NPI licensing is connected to the speech act operator ScalarAssert, it
is unclear how NPI licensing works in embedded clauses. Our data on NPIs
in RCl are a case in point. Second, not all NPIs are emphatic, such as ever or
unstressed uses of any. Third, Eckardt & Csipak (2013) show that the proposal
cannot capture the varieties of types of NPIs found in languages.

Previous HPSG-approaches to NPIs, such as Richter & Soehn (2006) or
Sailer (2007), address some of these problems, but do not capture the intuitive
connection between the minimal semantics of many NPIs and their NPI-hood.

In this paper, we will present a representational rendering of basic ideas
from Krifka (1995). The main component of our theory is an operator ScAs.
It is defined in such a way that it has the same effect as Krifka’s ScalarAssert
when used with highest scope in an unembedded utterance. It is, however, an
ordinary operator and can, therefore, be used in embedded contexts as well.
This operator is defined in (22).

(22) For each formula β with subexpression φτ, and each expression Στt ,
ScAs(β ,φ,Σ) is an emphatic expression, where
[[ScAs(β ,φ,Σ)]] = [[β ∧∀P ∈ Σ(β → β ′)))]],
where β ′ is just like β but with P replacing φ.
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In this definition, the expression φ has the function of Krifka’s focus. The
formula β corresponds to Krifka’s background applied to the focus. Σ is the
set of alternatives to φ. ScAs(β ,φ,Σ) is a complex expression whose truth
conditions are defined holistically instead of compositionally. Such an emphatic
expression is true iff β is true and for each alternative P inΣ, β implies the result
of replacing every occurrence of φ in β with P.

We use this operator in our analysis of a Romanian E-NPI. The semantic
specification of the E-NPI are given in (23), followed by an example sentence
in (24) for which we provide the relevant semantic attributes as well. The at
issue content of the sentence, 1 , contains only its basic truth conditions that
Maria lacks visibility. The NPI triggers a set of alternatives as a presupposition,
2 . The PRESUP value specifies that the alternatives are such that each of them
must entail the minimal range of visibility. The NPI also contributes a ScAs
operator. The first argument of this operator is the at issue content. The second
argument is the focus element, i.e. the basic semantic predicate contributed by
the NPI. Here, it is a minimal range of visibility, min(imal)-range. The third
argument is the presupposed set of alternatives. As the variable A occurs freely
inside the ScAs expression, the presupposition needs to take scope over it.

(23) LRS value of an . . . . . . .E-NPI1: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .vede la un pas
LRS




PARTS



1 , 2 , ScAs(α,min-range, A)
�

AT-ISSUE 1 α[∃x(min-range(x)∧ see(x , y))]
PRESUP



2 ∃A(∀P ∈ A(P ⊆min-range)∧ β)�






(24) Maria
Maria

nu
not

. . . . .vede
sees

. .la
within

. . .un
a

. . .pas.
step ‘Maria doesn’t have any visibility.’


LRS




EX-C 2 ∃A(∀P ∈ A(P ⊆min-range)∧ ScAs( 1 ,min-range, A)))
AI 1 ¬∃x(min-range(x)∧ see(maria, x))
PRESUP 〈〉






Our analysis captures the scalar effect of the E-NPI correctly: it presupposes
a set of alternatives and is true if the asserted content entails any alternative if
used instead of the NPI.

It is important that the ScAs expression is not part of the at issue content.
This means that it is backgrounded in the sense of Potts (2005). Potts argues
that if backgrounded material is not true, the sentence cannot be interpreted
properly. The ScAs expression is similar to CIs in that its truth value is indepen-
dent of that of the at issue content. However, it is not a CI, as CIs are outside
the scope of presuppositions (Potts, 2005), whereas the ScAs expression needs
to be in the scope of the presupposition, as explained above.

Let us assume we use our NPI without a licensing operator, i.e., we remove
nu ‘not’ in (24). In this case, the sentence would not be ungrammatical and the
at issue content could even be true. However, the ScAs expression would not
be true and we get a similar effect as for untrue CIs. Consequently, just as in
Krifka’s and other pragmatic theories, we do not need to specify the negation
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in the lexical specification of an E-NPI, as it will follow from the requirements
of the ScAs operator. Not being a CI, however, the ScAs expression might turn
out as part of the at issue content of a higher clause in a structure.

In this section, we showed how an NPI-licensing theory based on scalar
inference can be expressed within a representational framework. Our LRS en-
coding has at least the two advantages: First, the NPI can be lexically specified
to contribute the predicate min-range and the ScAs operator at the same time,
see (23). This last aspect has remained unaddressed in the purely semantic-
pragmatic literature and solved by some syntactic feature mechanism in Chier-
chia (2004). Second, while ScAs is an ordinary operator, it is backgrounded
but neither presupposed nor a CI.

5 Analysis 2: Result clauses

We will adopt the analysis of result clauses from Meier (2003) and, again, pro-
vide an HPSG/LRS rendering. We will, then, point out some differences be-
tween RCXs in English and Romanian and discuss the lexical entries for the
Romanian RCl-complementizers ı̂ncât and de.

Meier (2003) uses a degree parameter, d, for gradable adjectives. The degree
– or extent – is an interval denoting the extent of a property. The semantic
representation of a simple sentence with a gradable adjective is given in (25).
The sentence is true iff the maximal extent of darkness of the room is higher
than or equal to some contextually given standard.

(25) The room was dark. Max({d|dark(d, the-room)})≥ standard

Meier analyzes RCXs as a comparison of extents. She also observes that
there is a modal component. Sentence (26) is true iff the maximal extent of
darkness of the room is at least as high as the minimal extent of the room’s
darkness that is necessary for Alex not to seen anything.

(26) The room was so dark that Alex didn’t see anything.
Max({d|dark(d, the-room)})
≥Min({d|dark(d, the-room)→ �¬∃x(see(alex, x))})

There are two occurrences of the formula dark(d, the-room) in (26). For
convenience, we define the more compact notation in (27) and use it for sen-
tence (26) in (28).

(27) For each extent variable d and each formulæ α and β ,
[[ResOp d (α : β)]] = [[Max({d|α})≥Min({d|α→ �β})]]

(28) ResOp d (dark(d, the-room) : ¬∃x(see(alex, x))) (= (26))

In English, the degree particle so is obligatory, so we can assume that it
contributes the result clause meaning. The RCl starts with the ordinary, optional
complementizer that, see (29).
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(29) The room was *(so) dark [(that) Alex couldn’t see anything].
ResOp d (dark(d, the-room) : ¬∃x(see(alex, x)))

This contrasts with Romanian, see (30). There, the degree particle is op-
tional. However, we find a meaningful difference between the possible comple-
mentizers de and ı̂ncât. This leads us to the assumption that, in Romanian, both
the degree particle and the RCl-complementizer contribute a result meaning.

(30) Camera
room.the

este
is

(atât de)
so

ı̂ntunecată
dark

[*( ı̂ncât)
that

Alex
Alex

nu
not

vede
sees

nimic].
nothing

‘The room is so dark that Alex doesn’t see anything.’

ResOp d (dark(d, the-room) : ¬∃x(see(alex, x)))

We can now provide the lexical specification for the result complementizers
de and ı̂ncât in (31), and for the degree particle atât de in (32).

The complementizer in (31) contributes the operator ResOp. It takes a
clausal complement, the RCl and requires that its complement’s semantics, β∗,
be integrated into the second part of ResOp. The RCl will be integrated into a
larger sentence as a modifier, selecting its head with the SELECT feature. The
semantics of the modified element, α∗, occurs in the first argument of ResOp.

(31) Lexical entry of the result complementizers:


PHON 〈de/incât〉

SYNS




HEAD




RCl-complementizer

SELECT A

�
INDEX d
MAIN α∗

�



VAL
�

COMPS


S
�

MAIN β∗
���

CONT

�
INDEX d
MAIN ResOp

�




LRS
�

AT-ISSUE ResOp d (α[α∗] : β[β∗])
�




The lexical entry of the degree particle is given in (32).

(32) Lexical entry of the degree particle atât de


PHON 〈atât de〉

SYNS




HEAD




degree-particle

SELECT 1 A

�
INDEX d
MAIN α∗

�



VAL


COMPS

*

CP




HEAD

�
RCl-compl
SELECT 1

�

CONT 2

EXTRA +






+



CONT 2

�
INDEX d
MAIN ResOp

�




LRS
�

AT-ISSUE ResOp d (α[α∗] : β)
�
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The degree particle similar to the result complementizer, but selects an op-
tional RCl. If present, the RCl must be extraposed and has the same semantics
as the particle, 2 . If there is no RCl, the comparison needed for the result clause
operator, β , is inferred from context.

We can now turn to the properties of RCXs from Section 2. There, we saw
that an RCl with an emphatic content can be interpreted as an intensification of
the matrix predicate. We provide a modelling of this observation which makes
use of different features of projective meaning introduced in Section 3. The
result complementizers come with an additional CI, which states that if the RCl
is emphatic, the main clause predicate is also interpreted as emphatic, i.e., as
being intensified. We can use the ScAs operator to formalize this CI, see (33).
The formula should appear on the CI list in the lexical entry in (31).

(33) a. At issue: ResOp d (α : β)
b. CI content of the result construction:
∃A(ScAs(β ,γ, A))→∃A′ResOp d (α : ScAs(α, d, A′))

This CI is a formal encoding of a generalization in Hoeksema & Napoli
(2019) according to which, if the matrix predicate has an extreme result, it
holds to an extreme degree.

While both ı̂ncât and de can be found with intensifying RCls, result-de is
restricted to them (OBS2). We capture this by adding a presuppostion that the
content of the RCl expresses something emphatic. In (34), the CI from (33) is
added to the CI-list together with the above-mentioned presupposition.

(34) Lexical entry of the RCl-complementizer de:


PHON 〈de〉

SYNS




LID result-de

HEAD




RCl-complementizer

SELECT A

�
INDEX d
MAIN α∗

�



VAL
�

COMPS


S
�

MAIN β∗
���

CONT

�
INDEX d
MAIN ResOp

�




LRS




AT-ISSUE ResOp d (α[α∗] : β[β∗])
PRESUP


∃A(SCAS(β ′[β∗],γ, A))
�

CI

∃A(SCAS(β ′,γ, A))→∃A′RESOP d (α : SCAS(α, d, A′))

�







We can, now, combine the analyzes of E-NPIs and RCXs. For free E-NPIs,
i.e. . . . . . . . .E-NPI1s, we use the encoding from Section 4 inside an RCl. In (35) we use
the NPI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .vede la un pas.

(35) E
there.is

un
a

ı̂ntuneric
darkness

afară
outside

de
that

Maria
Maria

nu
not

. . . . .vede
sees

. .la
within

. . .un
a

. . .pas.
step

‘It is so dark outside that Maria can’t see anything.’
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The LRS-value of the RCX in (35) is given in (36). The semantic representa-
tion of the RCl was already given in (24). The existential presupposition of the
set of alternatives can, however, project out of the RCl and take widest scope.
The resulting at issue content of the sentence is given in the AT-ISSUE-value. The
PRESUP-value contains the definition of the set of alternatives. As we use the
complementizer de, it also contains the information that the content of the RCl
is interpreted emphatically, i.e. a ScAs expression. This condition is trivially
fulfilled since the E-NPI contributes this operator. This explains why E-NPIs are
well fit for use in de-RCXs. Finally, the CI-list contains the CI from (33). Given
the presupposition that the content of the RCl is emphatic, this makes a high
degree, i.e., intensification reading available.

(36) LRS-value of the RCX in (35):


AI ResOp d (dark(d,outside) : 1 ScAs(¬∃x(m-range(x)∧ see(y, x)),m-range, A))
PR



1 , ∃A(∀P(P ∈ A→ P ⊆m-range)∧ . . .)
�

CI


. . . ( 1 →∃A′ResOp d (dark(d,outside) : ScAs(dark(d,outside), d, A′)))

�




Our analysis of . . . . . . .E-NPI1s captures their behavior with respect to our four
tests: As the NPI can occur outside result clauses, we get the free exchange-
ability with coordination (T1). It also follows that the NPI can be used even if
there is no salient result relation (T2). Since the NPI contributes ScAs there can
be free variation with respect to the complementizer (T3). We think that de is
nonetheless preferred with . . . . . . . .E-NPI1s. The result clause makes a real descriptive
contribution to the meaning of the overall construction (T4).

We can briefly turn to E-NPI2s. They are very much like the first type of
E-NPIs, but they are bound to a result semantics. We can express this by using a
collocational module as proposed for HPSG in Soehn (2009) and the reference
therein. Soehn (2009) assumes a feature COLL. The value of COLL contains an
attribute LIC(ENSER), whose value is a list of objects that describe under which
circumstances the lexical sign is licensed.

We sketch this restriction in (37), which represents the relevant parts of the
lexical description of the expression. In this AVM, the expression is restricted to
occur in the scope of a result clause operator, ResOp.

(37) Specification of an E-NPI2: se vede om cu om


LRS




PARTS



1 , 2 , ScAs(α,min-range, A)
�

AT-ISSUE 1 α[∃x(min-range(x)∧ see(x , y))]
PRESUP



2 ∃A(∀P ∈ A(P ⊆min-range)∧ β[ 1 ])

�




COLL
�

LIC

 �

EX-CONT [κ[ResOp d (α : β[min-range(x)])]]
���




The only difference between the two first types of E-NPIs lies in the colloca-
tional restriction, we, thus, predict the attested behavior of E-NPI2s. (T1) Al-
ternation with coordination is possible as long as the result relation is salient in
discourse. This means that the required ResOp operator can be contributed by
the words in the sentence (as in overt RCXs), or it can be accommodated. (T2)
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Consequently, if there is no – explicit or implicit – result relation, the E-NPI2
cannot be used. (T3) As the E-NPI2 contributes a ScAs operator, it is compati-
ble with both ı̂ncât and de. Finally, (T4), the referential reading of the idiom is
present – in our case, the lack of visibility.

6 Analysis 3: Plain high degree readings

After this general discussion of NPIs and result clauses, we can turn to our third
type of E-NPIs. Our analysis of this type will be analogous to that of mixed ex-
pressives such as slurs in Gutzmann (2011) and Gutzmann & McCready (2016),
i.e., we will make use, again, of the difference between at issue content and CIs.
Gutzmann & McCready’s analysis is sketched in (38). The word kraut has as its
at issue content the information that someone is German. However, the word
triggers a CI that the speaker has a negative attitude towards Germans.

(38) Dan is a Kraut.
at issue: Dan is German.
CI: I have a negative attitude towards Germans.

We can adapt this theory to data on fixed RCls: such RCls, like de mori
‘that one dies’ – see (40) below – contribute an intensification as their at issue
content, i.e., they basically mean the same as the particle foarte ‘very’. At the
same time, they trigger a CI that is based on the expression’s literal meaning.

Let us look at the at issue semantics first. In (39), we add the intensification
particle foarte ‘very’ to the Romanian version of example (25). We provide the
EX-CONT value of the sentence, underlining its at issue content.

(39) Camera
room.the

este
is

foarte
very

ı̂ntunecată.
dark ‘The room is very dark.’

∃A(A= {d ′|◊dark(d ′, the-room)}
∧ResOp d (dark(d, the-room) : ScAs(dark(d, the-room), d, A)))

The particle foarte ‘very’ triggers a presupposed set of contextually relevant
alternatives around some standard. The degree particle, then, adds a semantics
that expresses exactly what was inferred for the other two types of E-NPIs above
(see (33)), i.e., that the extent d to which the room is dark is at least as high as
the minimal extent of darkness that is higher than all relevant alternatives.

We can apply this to fixed idiomatic phrases. We use the expression with a
generic reading de mori ‘that one dies’ (lit.: that you.die) in (40):

(40) E
She.is

[RCX: frumoasă
beautiful

[RCl: de
that

mori]].
you.die ‘She is very beautiful.’

In addition to an intensification at issue content, there is a CI component,
parallel to mixed expressives such as in (38). In our case, however, the CI states
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that whenever some predicate’s extent results in someone dying, this extent
must be very high. We sketch the lexical entry of idiomatic mori in (41).

(41) Lexical entry of mori ‘you.die’ as used in de mori:


PHON 〈mori〉
SYNS

�
CONT

�
MAIN die

��

LRS




AI 1 ScAs(α[α∗], d, A)
PRES


∃A(A = �d ′|◊[λd.α](d ′)
	∧γ[ 1 ])

�

CI


δ ∧∀P ∃A(α≈ P(x)→ (ResOp d (P(x) : die(x))→ ScAs(P(x), d, A))))

�




COLL


LIC

*


LID result-de

HEAD

�
SEL|CONT

�
INDEX d
MAIN α∗

��


+





The AT-ISSUE only consists of an emphatic expression (a ScAs expression).
The word is collocationally restricted to occur in an RCX, i.e., it must be domi-
nated by a phrase that is headed by the de-complementizer and modifies some
element with a basic meaning α∗, which is exactly the content that is used in the
ScAs expression. The set of contextually relevant alternatives is presupposed.

The CI value says: for any predicate P such that P(x) is similar to the matrix
proposition α, if P(x) results in dying, then P(x) is an emphatic statement. This
shows that the CI allows us to integrate the literal meaning of the RCl without
committing to the factivity of the result clause, i.e., in (40), the speaker does
not factually die from another person’s beauty.

We can apply this analysis to E-NPI3s, i.e., to E-NPIs with a purely intensifier
meaning, see (42). Our analysis is just like for de mori above. The NPI-licensing
requirement is satisfied in the representation of the referential reading of the
RCl, i.e., the lack of visibility. This reading, however, is not asserted but occurs
inside the CI-value, encoding a speaker’s knowledge that this RCX can be used
for high degree statements for the matrix predicate.

(42) Mi-e foame de nu te văd.

(lit.: I am hungry that I cannot see you.) ‘I am extremely hungry.’

(43) Sketch of the lexical entry of văd:


PHON 〈văd〉
SYNS

�
CONT

�
MAIN see

��

LRS




AI 1 ScAs(α[α∗], d, A)
PRES


∃A(A = �d ′|◊[λd.α](d ′)
	∧γ[ 1 ])

�

CI

�
δ ∧∀P ∃A(α≈ P(x)→
(ResOp d (P(d, x) : ScAs(β[see,min-range, A′])→ ScAs(P(d, x), d, A)))))

�




COLL


LIC

*


LID result-de

HEAD

�
SEL|CONT

�
INDEX d
MAIN α∗

��

, . . .

+
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We can check that this analysis captures the expression’s behavior with re-
spect to our tests. The collocational requirement of the E-NPI blocks it from
occurring outside a de-marked RCX (T1). Consequently, (T2) is not applicable.
The use of ı̂ncât is excluded by the COLL value as well (T3). Finally, (T4) says
that the referential reading of the NPI is not asserted. This is clearly the case as
the referential reading is integrated into a CI.

The analysis of E-NPI3s combines our treatment of NPIs and RCXs with an
analysis of mixed expressives. We use the NPI-licensing mechanism from Sec-
tion 4 on the referential reading of the RCl. However, the referential reading
does not contribute to the at issue content, which is just a plain intensification.

7 Conclusion

This paper looked at the distribution of NPIs in Romanian RCXs. We identi-
fied three main types of NPIs. We introduced some aspects of LRS and pro-
vided a representational re-encoding of a scalar theory of NPI licensing. We
also adapted the semantic analysis of RCXs from Meier (2003) and added the
refinements necessary for Romanian. For . . . . . . . .E-NPI1s, it was enough to provide
a scalar NPI analysis. From this, it followed immediately that these NPIs can
be used in high-degree RCXs, as they contribute the ScAs operator, which is
required for high degree readings. The only difference for E-NPI2s is that they
need to specify a collocational requirement to ensure that they can only be used
in the scope of an ResOp operator.

For E-NPI3s, this collocation requiremement is not about a semantic op-
erator, but about a particular lexical item, the complementizer de. In addition,
these expressions are mixed expressives in the sense that they make a non-trivial
meaning contribution both to the at issue content and to the CI content.
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Abstract

Dutch has four pronouns ‘er’ which show an intriguing pattern of syn-
tactic haplology when a finite verb has more than one ‘er’ dependent. We
present a theory that captures this pattern by relying on two central aspects of
HPSG: (i) the distinction between ARG-ST and COMPS and (ii) the distinc-
tion between canonical and non-canonical synsem objects. No deletion rules
of the kind used in transformational analyses of ‘er’ are necessary.

1 Introduction

Dutch has four expressions spelled ‘er’ with different syntactic and semantic func-
tions and syntactic distributions that display unusual and intriguing interdependen-
cies. We give an overview of themajor data and show that it can be captured through
the interaction of a small number of constraints on argument realization1

2 The Data

The sentences in (1) each contain a single example of each type of er.2 The first
example features existential er, which cooccurs with indefinite subjects and is the
only er that can fill the first position of a Dutch main clause. In (1b), pronominal
er expresses the obligatory complement of the preposition op. The example shows
that pronominal er does not need to be adjacent to its selector. (1c) contains er in its
function as a locational expression, comparable to the English referential locational
adverb there. Finally, (1d) illustrates quantitative er: it serves as the complement
of the numeral drie in this example and performs a function similar to the partitive
elements en in French or ne in Italian.

(1) a. ErX
there

loopt
walks

een
a

man
man

op
in

straat.
the.street

b. Jan
Jan

wacht
waits

erP
there

al
for

tijden
ages

op.
for

c. Jan
Jan

staat
stands

erL
there

al.
already

d. Jan
Jan

heeft
has

erQ
there

[NP drie [e]]
three

1We are greatly indebted to Hans Broekhuis for patiently providing his expertise about the subject
matter of this article and for making us see the data and the theoretical issues involved more clearly.
Without his help, this article and the talk it is based on would probably not exist! We would also like
to thank Gosse Bouma, Fenna Bergsma, Ruby Sleeman, Manfred Sailer, Frank Richter, Frank Van
Eynde, and three anonymous reviewers for their help and suggestions. Any errors in this paper are
our responsibility alone.

2We use the following system to label the four ers: erX = existential, erP = pronominal, erQ =
quantitative, erL = locational.
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There are many previous analyses of er in the literature. Space limitations make
it impossible to do anything other than listing the most important ones here: Bech
(1952), van Riemsdijk (1978), Bennis (1986), Odijk (1993), and Broekhuis (2013).

As non-native speakers of Dutch we are faced with the problem that on er “con-
flicting judgments can be found in the literature” (Broekhuis (2013, p. 338)). We
chose to handle this problem by citing the data and judgments of just a single author.
With the exception of (12), which was supplied to us in a personal communication
by Hans Broekhuis, all examples are drawn from Broekhuis (2013), which is an
extremely comprehensive and detailed treatment of er.

We decided to develop a new analysis of er in HPSG, as we felt that we can im-
prove on existingHPSG analyses. Bouma (2001), Van Eynde&Augustinus (2014),
and Van Eynde (2019) all do not cover quantitative er, which behaves differently
from the three remaining ers, as will be demonstrated below. Campbell-Kibler
(2001) was meant to account for different judgments than those considered here.
Moreover, since the author draws examples from different works in the literature,
it is unclear that this data reflects a consistent set of judgments.

2.1 Linear structure of finite clauses in Dutch

We assume that Dutch sentences can be analyzed as consisting of a number of topo-
logical (= linear) fields, as follows:3

Subordinate clause: C Middle field Verb(s)
Main clause: Prefield Vfinite Middle field (Verb(s))

The prefield is limited to a single constituent whereas the middle field can con-
tain zero, one, or several constituents. The next two sections will describe the dis-
tribution of er in these two fields.

2.2 Clauses without existential er in the prefield

As the linear field schema above illustrates, both main and subordinate clauses
contain a middle field. The present section deals with er in subordinate clauses and
in those main clauses whose prefield is not filled by erX , i.e. with main clauses
like (1b)-(1d). The middle field in these kinds of sentences satisfies the simple
generalization that it can contain at most one overt er.4

(2) illustrates that an overt existential er cannot cooccur with any of the three
other other ers:

3On topological fields, see Drach (1937), Reis (1980), Höhle (1983), Höhle (1986). Note that our
analysis in this article is restricted to the occurrences of er in finite sentences.

4Neeleman & van de Koot (2006) accept certain sentences with two ers in the middle field as
long as the ers are not adjacent. Hans Broekhuis and the native speakers we were able to consult
consider these examples ungrammatical (personal communication). The theory developed below is
only meant to cover Broekhuis’ judgments.
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(2) a. * dat
that

erX
there

erL
there

gedanst
danced

wordt.
is

Intended reading: ‘People are dancing there.’
b. * dat

that
erX
there

erP
there

over
about

gesproken
spoken

wordt.
is

‘Intended reading: ‘People are talking about it.”
c. * dat

that
erX
there

erQ
there

[NP twee
two

e]] gestolen
stolen

zijn.
have.been

‘Intended reading: ‘Two [e.g., computers] have been stolen.”

All three sentences become grammatical if one of the two ers is dropped.
(3a)-(3b) show that overt pronominal er cannot cooccur with an overt locational

or quantitative er and (4) provides evidence that the remaining potential combina-
tion of overt ers is impossible as well:

(3) a. * dat
that

Jan
Jan

erP
there

erL
there

over
about

praatte.
talked

‘that Jan talked about it there.’
b. * dat

that
Jan
Jan

erP
there

erQ
there

drie
three

in
into

stopte.
put

‘that Jan put three [e.g., cigars] in it.’

(4) * dat
that

Jan
Jan

erQ
there

erL
there

[NP twee
two

[e]] gezien
seen

heeft.
has

‘that Jan saw two [e.g., rats] there.’

Again, these sentences become grammatical, if only a single overt er appears.

2.3 Sentences with an overt and an implicit er

The data presented in the previous subsection jointly illustrate the generalization
that in the ideolect studied here the middle field of sentences without an expletive
er in the prefield can contain only a single overt er. Interestingly, however, when
one overt er appears, one or more additional ers can be understood. The sentences
in (5) demonstrate this. The existential subordinate clause (5a) contains an overt
erX , an indefinite subject NP, and an object PP.

(5) a. dat
that

erX
there

gisteren
yesterday

[NP drie
three

potloden]
pencils

[PP op
on

tafel]
the.table

lagen.
lay

‘that there were three pencils lying on the table yesterday.’
b. dat

that
erXP

there
gisteren
yesterday

[NP drie
three

potloden]
pencils

[PP op]
on

lagen.
lay

‘that there were three pencils lying on it yesterday.’
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c. dat
that

erXQ

there
gisteren
yesterday

[NP drie]
three

[PP op
on

tafel]
the.table

lagen.
lay

‘that there were three lying on the table yesterday.’
d. dat

that
erXL

there
veel
many

mensen
people

wonen.
live

‘that many people live there.’

In (5b), the object of the preposition op gets a deictic interpretation ‘there’, even
though the object is unexpressed. If the sentence did not contain an expletive er,
then the object of the preposition would need to be expressed as pronominal er.
In (5c) the quantitative er of the partitive NP drie remains implicit. (5d), finally,
illustrates the case where the adverbial complement of the verb wonen with the
sense of ‘reside’ can remain unexpressed in the presence of an overt expletive er in
the middle field.

Intriguingly, but in light of the examples just provided perhaps no longer sur-
prising, it is also possible for a single pronominal er to represent the objects of two
separate prepositions in a sentence. This is shown in (6). The first sentence con-
tains two PPs with non-pronominal NPs. The second and third examples show that
pronomional er can serve as the object of each preposition:5

(6) a. Jan
Jan

heeft
has

de
the

sleutel
key

[met een tang]
with a pair.of.tongs

[uit het slot]
out.of the lock

gehaald
taken

‘Jan took the key out of the lock with pliers.’
b. Jan heeft erP de sleutel [mee] [uit het slot] gehaald.
c. Jan heeft erP de sleutel [met een tang] [uit] gehaald.
d. Jan heeft erPP de sleutel [mee] [uit]] gehaald.
e. * Jan heeft erP erP de sleutel [mee] [uit] gehaald.

(6d)-(6e) demonstrate what happens when both prepositions are stranded at the
same time: the objects of the prepositions must be represented by a single er, as
two ers in the Dutch middle field are forbidden.

The same pattern occurs with quantitative er. The second conjunct of the fol-
lowing example contains two partitive NPs but only a single quantitative er:6

(7) Iedere
every

student
student

heeft
has

een
an

onvoldoende
unsatisfactory mark

gekregen
gotten

…

‘Every student got an unsatisfactory mark …’
a. … en

and
[NP drie

three
e] hebben
have

erQ
there

zelfs
even

[NP twee
two

e].

‘… and three even got two.’
5er occurs in a position for clitics in these examples, thus stranding the prepositions. Also note

that when the preposition met is stranded, it takes on the allomorphic form mee.
6Observe that the partitive subject precedes the quantitative clitic er in this example.
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The final examples of this section show that a single overt er can represent four
different functions in a single sentence. The initial example contains expletive er,
as the sentence is existential:

(8) a. dat
that

erX
there

[twee studenten]
two students

[drie boeken]
three books

[uit de boekkast]
out.of the bookcase

gehaald
fetched

hebben.
have

b. dat erXQQ [NP twee e] [NP drie e] uit de boekkast gehaald hebben.
c. dat erXQQP [NP twee e] [NP drie e] uit gehaald hebben.

In (8b), the single er in addition represents the quantitative ers of the two par-
titive noun phrases twee and drie. Finally, in (8c), the object of the preposition uit
is interpreted as pronominal er, leading in sum to the single overt er carrying four
different functions within that sentence.

In sum, the examples in this section support the following two descriptive gen-
eralizations about sentences without existential er in the prefield:

1. Only one overt er can occur in the middle field.
2. When one overt er is present in the middle field, additional ers may be un-

derstood.

2.4 Clauses with existential er in the prefield

We now turn to sentences like (1a), repeated for convenience below, which contain
an existential er in the prefield:

(9) ErX
there

loopt
walks

een
a

man
man

op
in

straat.
the.street

These structures need to be discussed separately because unlike the clauses
without erX in the prefield, they permit more than a single overt er in a single clause
under some circumstances. All of these clauses are verb-second main clauses and
existential er is the only er permitted to fill the prefield. Moreover, erX in the pre-
field can co-occur with all other ers in the middle field, however the latter differ in
whether they are allowed to be overt or not.

The behavior of locational and pronominal er is simple: both have to remain
unexpressed when expletive er fills the prefield, as the examples below demon-
strate:

(10) a. ErX
there

wordt
is

(*erL)
there

morgen
tomorrow

gedanst.
danced

b. ErX
there

wordt
is

(*erP )
there

morgen
tomorrow

over
about

gesproken.
spoken
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The examples become grammatical if the er in the middle field does not appear.
Quantitative er shows the opposite behavior: it cannot remain implicit but must

be spelled out separately from the initial existential er in the middle field:

(11) ErX
there

zijn
have.been

erQ
there

gisteren
yesterday

[NP twee
two

[e]] gestolen.
stolen

In sentences with two quantitative NPs in themiddle field, only one quantitative
er can be spelled out, however (Hans Broekhuis, p.c.):

(12) [ Er
there(E)

hebben
have

veel
many

studenten
students

een
an

onvoldoende
unsatisfactory_mark

gekregen]
gotten

en
and

er
there(E)

hebben
have

erQQ

there(QQ)
[ een
a

paar
couple

e] zelfs
even

[ twee
two

e] gekregen.
gotten

We sum up the generalizations for sentences with existential er in the prefield:

1. Only existential er can occur in the prefield, the other ones cannot.
2. When existential er occupies the prefield, then

• an additional single overt quantitative er can appear in the middle field
• implicit locational and pronominal ers are possible.

3 The Analysis

As we saw above, both main and subordinate clauses in Dutch show the phe-
nomenon that one or more ers can remain implicit when at least one er is expressed
overtly. In order to capture this in a grammatical theory, a mechanism is needed
that makes it possible for an overt er to influence whether additional ers can or must
be expressed. Moreover, this mechanism must be sensitive to the location of the
overt er in phrase and/or linear structure.

The guiding ideas of our analysis are the following. We assume that existential
and locational er are arguments of finite verbs, perhaps directly or through argu-
ment extension. Moreover, finite verbs attract to their - the quantitative and
pronominal er-complements of their NP and PP arguments that have not been re-
alized within these phrases. Thus, all the ers that in principle can be realized at the
sentence level appear in one place, namely the - of the finite verb heading the
sentence. The haplological effect then arises through the interaction of a number
of constraints on the - and lists of finite verbs.

In the remainder of the article, we will make these guiding ideas more precise
and apply the resulting theory to representative examples.

3.1 Assumptions about Dutch phrase structure

We assume that the Dutch phrase structure system creates a number of linear fields
and that in every sentence where they are realized, the fields occur in the left-to-
right order that corresponds to their top-to-bottom ordering in Table 1:
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Field Description
pre-fld the initial position in main clauses
lb the left sentence bracket, filled by either a finite verb or a complementizer
mid-fld the middle field contains the elements inbetween the two sentence brackets
rb the right sentence bracket is made up of one or more verbs
fin-fld the final field follows the right sentence bracket

Table 1: Description of Dutch topological fields

Except for the pre-field, which is restricted to main clauses, every field can
occur in both main and subordinate clauses. We postulate an attribute appro-
priate for objects of type synsem. It is crucial to our account that phrase structure
configurations as well as the lexicon may constrain the value of signs.

The trees in Figure 1 sketch the phrase and linear structure of verb-second and
subordinate clauses we assume. The units that are connected to their mothers by

v2-clause

sign [pre-fld] v1-phrase

V[lb] mf-phrase

sign [mid-fld] mf-phrase

sign [mid-fld] v-cluster [rb]

cp

C[lb] mf-phrase

sign [mid-fld] mf-phrase

sign [mid-fld] v-cluster [rb]

Figure 1: Basic phrase structure of verb-second and subordinate clauses

dashed lines are optional. The phenomenon we are dealing with in this paper re-
flects the appearance of expletive er in the pre-field of main clauses and of one or
more ers in the middle field of both main and subordinate clauses.

3.2 Assumptions about er

In order to capture that the four ers on the one hand share properties and yet have
different meanings and distributions, we postulate a general lexical identifier er-lid
that all four ers share and a specific subtype for each different er: er-X , er-Q, er-P,
and er-L, as shown in Figure 2.

Using these values, we can impose field constraints on the four ers lexically.
The partial lexical entries in figure 3 permit existential er to occur in the pre-field
and the middle field (see Broekhuis (2013, p. 337, 338) for this constraint) whereas
the three remaining ers are restricted to the value mid-fld for the attribute.

Second, quantitative er must be prevented from being realized within its par-
titive NP, as it always occurs outside of that NP when it is realized overtly. The
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lid

… er-lid

erX non-erX

erQ erP-L

erP erL

…

Figure 2: Partial hierarchy of lexeme identifier types

(13) 


word [
erX
pre-fld ∨ mid-fld

]






word [
non-erX
mid-fld

]



Existential er Non-existential ers

Figure 3: Lexical entries for er

following constraint has the desired consequence by ruling out noun phrases with
erQ as a non-head daughter:

(14)
[
hd-comp-ph

noun

]
−→

[
- -

[
¬ Q

]]

Like other units, ers can be canonical and noncanonical synsems. It will be
important for our analysis that like clitics in languages such as French (Miller &
Sag (1997)), ers in Dutch have the option of the synsem value pro-synsem, as shown
in Figure 4. This causes them to remain unrealized in phrase structure.

Next, we state argument realization constraints for finite verbs and nouns. Fi-
nite verbs map all and only their canonical arguments to their list. Note that
it follows from this constraint that pro-synsem er arguments of finite verbs cannot
appear on the verbs’ list:

(15)
[

V[fin]
]
−→




⟨⟩
1 list(canon-ss)

- 1 ⃝ list(noncanon-ss)
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synsem

canon-synsem noncanon-synsem

gap-synsem pro-synsem

Figure 4: Partial hierarchy of synsem types

Nouns and prepositions differ from (finite) verbs in one crucial respect. Recall
from the introduction to this section that we are assuming that finite verbs attract
to their - the quantitative and pronominal er-complements of their NP and
PP arguments that have not been realized within these phrases. Whether or not
such a raised er is expressed at the sentence level is a function of constraints on
the - and the lists of the finite verb heading the sentence. As that de-
termination is made only after the argument raising of quantitative and pronominal
er-complements, such raising must be possible, no matter whether the ers’ synsem
type is canonical or non-canonical. Therefore, nouns and prepositions map all their
er-arguments to their list, independent of the er’s canonicality. Below we
present the constraint on nouns. The er (which is optional, since not every use of a
noun is partitive) carries the tag 2 :

(16)
[

N
]
−→



⟨⟩
1 list(canon-ss)⃝ 2

- 1 list
(
¬
[

er
])

⃝ 2

⟨
(erQ)

⟩
⃝ list(noncanon-ss)




The constraint on prepositions is analogous.

3.3 Constraints on the Argument Structures and Lists of Finite
Verbs

With these preliminaries out of the way, we are now in a position to state the con-
straints that will interact to create the haplology effects illustrated in section 2. All
constraints regulate the occurrence or co-occurrence of ers on the argument struc-
ture or lists of finite verbs.

3.3.1 er-Expression Constraints

The first constaint simply states that at least one er-argument of a finite verb must
appear on the verb’s list and be overtly expressed:
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(17) er-


V[fin]

-
⟨[

er
]⟩

⃝ list


 −→

[ ⟨[
er
]⟩

⃝ list
]

Given that the systemwill permit er arguments to remain implicit, the constraint
above is epistemologically plausible, as it requires at least one of the er arguments
of a verb to be expressed. The expression of this er can thus serve as a signal to the
possibility of implict ers.

The next two constraints contribute to the opposing behavior of quantitative er
on the one hand and pronominal and locational er on the other in main clauses like
(10)-(12), whose prefield is filled by existential er. (18) requires that verbs with a
quantitative er argument must realize an er complement in the middle field:

(18) er-


V[fin]

-
⟨[

erQ
]⟩

⃝ list


 −→

[ ⟨[
er
mid-fld

]⟩
⃝ list

]

The next constraint applies to verbs which have a canonical pronominal or lo-
cational er argument. The list of these verbs is well formed only if it does
not contain an expletive er with field value pre-fld.

(19) - er-


V[fin]

-
⟨[

canon-synsem
erP-L

]⟩
⃝ list


 −→

[
list
(
¬
[

er
pre-fld

])]

Finally, we state the constraint that creates the syntactic haplology effect of er.
(20) says that a finite verb selects at most one er-complement in the middle field:

(20) -er


V[fin]⟨[
er
mid-fld

]⟩
⃝ list


 −→

[ ⟨[
er
mid-fld

]⟩
⃝ list

(
¬
[

er
mid-fld

])]
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4 Illustration of the major cases

We now illustrate the interplay of the lexical, phrasal, and linear constraints that we
have formulated in the previous section. We discuss five cases in detail.

4.1 Case 1: two overt ers in the middle field are ruled out

(21) * dat
that

erX
there

erL
there

gedanst
danced

wordt.
is

Intended reading: ‘People are dancing there.’

According to our assumptions, the presence of two overt ers in the middle field
of this sentence would require the verb wordt to have two er complements (in ad-
dition to its verbal complement), as shown in Figure 5. This structure is obviously
not licensed by our approach, as wordt violates the -er
(20), which permits verbs to have at most one er complement with field value mid-
fld.

*S (cp)

C

dat

S (mf-phrase)

2NP

erX

VP (mf-phrase)

3AdvP

erL

V

1V

gedanst




word
V[fin]
⟨

2



canon-synsem

er-X
mid-fld


, 3



canon-synsem

er-L
mid-fld


, 1V[pastp]

⟩




wordt

Figure 5: Analysis for example (21)

4.2 Case 2: one overt and one implicit er in the middle field

The next case differs from the previous one in that it contains a single overt er in
the middle field and a second understood er, as the verb wonen selects a locational
complement. The example is grammatical.
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(22) dat
that

erXL

there
veel
many

mensen
people

wonen.
live

‘that many people live there.’

To license the structure above, in addition to its two overt complements er and
veel mensen, the verb wonen must have an implicit erL argument which is not
mapped to the verb’s list, as shown in Figure 6. Unlike the finite verb in Case

S (cp)

C

dat

S (mf-phrase)

1NP

erX

VP (mf-phrase)

2NP

veel mensen




word
V[fin]⟨
1 er-X , 2NP

⟩

-
⟨

1



canon-synsem

er-X
mid-fld


, 2NP,



pro-synsem

er-L
mid-fld



⟩




wonen

Figure 6: Partial analysis for example (22)

1, the word wonen in the tree immediately above satisfies all of our constraints:

1. er- : wonen selects an er complement.
2. er- : is vacuously satisfied, as wonen

doesn’t have an erQ argument.
3. - er- : is satisfied, as there is no er in the prefield.
4. -er : wonen has no more than a single mid-field

er complement.

4.3 Case 3: an expletive er in the prefield and a pronominal er in the
middle field

The next two cases deal with main clauses whose prefield is filled by expletive
er. Recall that quantitative er parts ways with locational and pronominal er in this
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sentence type. When present, the latter two have to remain implicit. This is why
(23) with an overt pronominal er in the middle field is ungrammatical:

(23) * ErX
there

wordt
is

erP
there

morgen
tomorrow

over
about

gesproken.
spoken

For the string above to be licensed, it would need to have the structure shown
in Figure 7.

*S (v2-phrase)

1ErX S (v1-phrase)

Vk

wordt

S (mf-phrase)

2NP

erP

VP (mf-phrase)

AdvP

morgen

VP (mf-phrase)

3P

over

V

4V

gesproken

V

_k

Figure 7: Partial analysis of example (23)

In this structure, the gap of the verb wordt would need to have four comple-
ments: (i) the expletive er occuring in the prefield, (ii) the overt pronominal er in
the middle field which the verb has inherited from (iii) the preposition over, and
(iv) the passive participle gesproken:

(24)




word
V[fin]
⟨

1



canon-synsem

er-X
pre-fld


, 2



canon-synsem

er-P
mid-fld


, 3



canon-synsem

P⟨
2
⟩


, 4V[pass]

⟩




According to our approach, the list above is illicit:
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The - er- is violated, as a pronominal er is incompat-
ible with an er in the prefield. (10a) with an overt locational er in predicted to be
ungrammatical for the same reason.

Since (23) violates only one of our constraints, it is correctly predicted that it
becomes grammatical when the offending pronominal er remains implicit:

(25) ErXP

there
wordt
is

morgen
tomorrow

over
about

gesproken.
spoken

The constraint profile of this structure is as follows:

1. er- : the verb selects an er complement.
2. er- : is vacuously satisfied, as the verb

doesn’t have an erQ argument.
3. - er- : is vacuously satisfied, as there is no canoni-

cal P-L er argument in the middle field.
4. -er: the verb has no more than a single mid-

field er complement.

4.4 Case 4: an expletive er in the prefield and a quantitative er in the
middle field

Quantitative er differs from locational and pronominal er in that it must appear
overtly in the middle field of sentences introduced by existential er. Without the
second er in the middle field, (26) is ungrammatical.

(26) ErX
there

zijn
have.been

*(erQ)
there

gisteren
yesterday

[NP twee
two

[e]] gestolen.
stolen

Under our assumptions, the structure of this sentence is as shown in Figure 8.
Expletive er appears in the pre-field and quantitative er in the middle field. The
main verb gestolen has inherited the quantitative er from the noun twee and the
auxiliary zijn has interited all the arguments of gestolen. Altogether, this requires
the auxiliary (and its gap) to have two er and one N-complement (= twee), plus the
passive participle of the main verb, as indicated in example (27).

(27)




word
V[fin]
⟨

1



canon-synsem

er-X
pre-fld


, 2



canon-synsem

er-Q
mid-fld


, 3



canon-synsem

N⟨
2
⟩


, 4V[pass]

⟩




With quantitative er expressed in the middle field, the sentence obeys all con-
straints:

1. er- : the verb selects an er complement.
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S (v2-phrase)

1ErX S (v1-phrase)

Vk

zijn

S (mf-phrase)

2NP

erQ

VP (mf-phrase)

AdvP

gisteren

VP (mf-phrase)

3N

twee

V

4V

gestolen

V

_k

Figure 8: Partial analysis of example (26)

2. er- : is satisfied, as there is an er com-
plement in the middle field.

3. - er- : is vacuously satisfied, as there is no P-L er
argument in the middle field.

4. -er: the verb has no more than a single mid-
field er complement.

Without the er in the middle field, the sentence becomes ungrammatical, as
theM F E -E C is now violated because the con-
straint requires a verb with an erQ argument to have an overt mid-field er comple-
ment.

4.5 Case 5: an er with four functions

This brings us to the final case. We will demonstrate that our constraints predict
the following sentence to be grammatical, in which a single overt er expresses four
functions at once. As the sentence is existential, the existential function must be
present, the two partitive NPs twee and drie each require a quantitative function,
and the stranded preposition uit requires the pronominal function.
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(28) dat
that

erXQQP

there
[NP twee

two
e]
students

[NP drie
three

e]
books

uit
out.of

gehaald
fetched

hebben.
have

(28) has the structure shown in Figure 9. The head of the finite sentence hebben

S (cp)

C

dat

S (mf-phrase)

1NP

erXQQP

VP (mf-phrase)

2N

twee

VP (mf-phrase)

3N

drie

VP (mf-phrase)

4N

uit

V

5V

gehaald

V

hebben

Figure 9: Partial analysis of example (28)

has the following list in the structure above. From left to right, the verb’s
complements are as follows: (i) the existential er, (ii)-(iii) the partitive nouns twee
and drie, (iv) the preposition uit, and (v) the main verb gehaald.

(29)




word
V[fin]

⟨
1



canon-synsem

er-X
mid-fld


, 2



canon-synsem

N⟨
Q

⟩


, 3



canon-synsem

N⟨
Q

⟩


,

4



canon-synsem

P⟨
P

⟩


, 5V[pastp]

⟩




Note that the two stranded partitive nouns and the preposition each have an er-
complement on their lists which is inherited by gehaald and ultimately by
the head hebben of the whole structure. These ers are not visible in the list
of hebben, since then the verb would have more than a single er on its list in
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violation of the -er . But they are present on the verb’s
- , where they immediately precede their source.

(30)




word
V[fin]

-

⟨
1

[
canon-synsem

er-X
mid-fld

]
, 6

[
pro-synsem

er-Q
mid-fld

]
, 2

[
canon-synsem

N⟨
6 Q

⟩

]
, 7

[
pro-synsem

er-Q
mid-fld

]
,

3

[
canon-synsem

N⟨
7 Q

⟩

]
, 8

[
pro-synsem

er-P
mid-fld

]
, 4

[
canon-synsem

P⟨
8 P

⟩

]
, 5V[pastp]

⟩




Despite the relative complexity of this argument structure and its relation to the
verb’s list, hebben satisfies all of the constraints we formulated in section 3.

1. er- : the verb selects an er complement.
2. er- : is satisfied, as there is an er com-

plement in the middle field.
3. - er- : is satisfied, as there is no er in the pre-field.
4. -er : the verb has nomore than a single mid-field

er complement.

(28) is thus correctly predicted to be grammatical with one overt er that carries four
different functions.

5 Conclusion

Dutch has four pronouns erwhich show an intriguing pattern of syntactic haplology
when a finite verb has more than one er argument. We presented a theory that
captures this pattern by relying on two central aspects of HPSG:

1. the distinction between ARG-ST and COMPS
2. the distinction between canonical and non-canonical synsem.

No deletion rules of the kind used in transformational analyses of er are neces-
sary. We are not aware of any other formal theory that captures all the data presented
in this paper. It remains to be seen whether other cases of syntactic haplology are
susceptable to the kind of analysis used here.
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